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DISCUSSED BV
HIS LEADERS

Sea Girt, X. J., July IS. In addition to a tentative slate for the personnel of the campaign
conmiitU'o,
C!ov. Wilson said today that lie would
submit the campaign program to William F. Mct'ouibs, the democratic national committee chairman, and the
The body of the brother has been
recovered and search is being made
this afternoon.
"Our discussion will be exclusively
on organization," the governor said.
The delegation consists of Mr. McRUMOR GAINS WIOE CIRCULATION THAT BOMB WAS SENT IN MAIL AND THAT IT WAS
Combs, Robert S. Hudspeth of New
SECRETARY ALLEN WHO EXTINGUISHED FUSE WITH HIS Jersey, .Tosephus Daniels of North
OPENED BY ASSISTANT
Carolina, Willard Salsbury. of DelaPalmer of PennsylHAS BEEN TO DISCREDIT ware; A. Mitchell
FINGERS JUST IN TIME TO PREVENT EXPLOSION-CUST- OM
vania: Joseph R. Davies of Wisconsin, all members of the national comACTS OF VIOLENCE AND KEEP KNOWLEDGE FROM PUBLIC.
mittee, and Senators Gove and 0.
Gorman. Win. G. McAdoo of New
York, and Representative Burleson of
Texas.

REPORT IS DENIED ABSOLUTELY AS MERE

WOMAN

WAS

JUSTIFIED

IN

HOAX AT WHITE HOUSE BUT STILL PERSISTS
Washington, D. C, July IS A cir- unwrapped the package he discovered
cumstantial story of an attempt on the an infernal machine, said to have been
charged with dynamite and with fuse
life of President Taft is being denied
which he quickly extin.
sputtering
vigorously today by White "House off- guished with his hands.
icials and Chief Wilkie of the Secret
Mr. Allen emphatically denies the
story as do all other White House ofservice.
ficials. Chief Wi'kie of the secret serIt was said that a bomb wrapped in
vice, who is charged with guarding
a package was received late yesterday the life of the
president also denies
at the executive offices and placed U. It has always been the policy of
upon the desk of Sherman Allen, one the secret service and White House
of the White House Assistant Secre- officials to deny publicity to any incitaries who has just been appointed dent which savors of violence upon
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury. the president. The story, as publishThe package was, of course, intended ed, is pronounced wholly unfounded.
for the president, but packages and
When Secretary Allen reached his
letters never reach him without pass- desk at the While House this morning through the hands of a secretary ing he denounced as absolutely untrue

for the president.
"The thing is a complete hoax," he
said. "There is not a word of truth
I have not a burn on my hands
in it.
from extinguishing the fuse."
Mr. Allen held out two perfectly
to prove nis
undamaged members
The published siory de.statement.
clared he had been burned putting out
the fuse. "Moreover," continue') Mr.
Allen, "I did not open the mail. The
whole thing is such an absurd hot.v
th'it I do not even intend to its te a
statement denying it. I a:n disgusted.
That's all I can say."
To personal friends Mr. Allen gave
his word that he had opened no homo
aud knew of none being receivo! at
the White House.
the published story of his
Other officials backed up his dehaving
opened an infernal machine intended nial.

and Mr. Allen opened it.
The report was that as Mr. Allen

YOUNG SWARTZ
DEAD AGAIN BOWERY TOUGH

TOOMBS IS
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SHOOTING BRUTE.

She Declared That Dead Man Entered
Husband's Store and Tried to Assault Her She Killed Him and
Goes Free.
coroCheyenne, Wyo.. July is.
ner's jury today found Mrs. Jennie
Taranto justified in shooting Joe

Tom-borell- o

who was killed by the woman
Mrs. Taranto said that
Tomhorello entered lier husband's
store while she wag alone and attempted to assault her.

last night.

NEGROE"

MAY VOTE
IN TEXAS

MAYBE.

mm m
Austin, Texas. July IS. A ruling
that negroes may be prohibited from
voting in Texas precinct primary elections of July 27 was handed down
today by the state attorney general's
department. It. is held that county executive committees may prohibit negroes from voting but that if the
rule
committees do not specifica'ly
against negroes, there is nothing to
prohibit a negro from casting a ballot.

PLOT UNFOLDS
IN TRI&L OF

01

MILLION DOLLARS

DARROVV NOW
Los Angeles. Calif., July IS. Fremont Older, editor of the San Francisco Bulletin, was asked only a hail'
dozen questions on
today by District Attorney Fredericks
.
in the bribery trial of Clarence S.
The course of the prosecution
was a distinct surprise to the defense.
Mr. Older was asked concerning the
time he furnished bail for John R.
Harrington, when the latter was
in San Francisco for contempt
of court in refusing to answer ques?
tions propounded by the Los Angeles
county grand jury.
At that time, said Mr. Older, he and
Harrington discussed the visit of D.
K. Ingersoll to the editor with what
eviwas purported to be valuable
dence for the McNamara defense.
"Ingersoll told me," said the witness, "that his wife, who was a witness for the state, had been promised
I
a house and lot by the prosecution.
thought at the time that Ingersoll had
been sent, by Burns to involve mo in
the case."
Lincoln Steffens was called next,
but was not in attendance.
John R. Harrington, one of the
state's chief witnesses, denied that he
had ever told Attorney LoCompte Da- tor
vis that more was no ground
connected
charges against, any
jwith the McNamara defense and that
no corruption had been practiced.
Tf. W. Pohlman, of Seattle, business
agent of the Bridge and Structur.il
Iron Workers l'nion. testified
that
Harrington had told him there was n
birsis for the bribery charge against
Harrow.
Pohlman was recently involved in
contempt proceedings for refusing to
answer questions before the federal
grand jury in connection with the
dynamite conspiracy investigation.

NOT ENOUGH TO Pu"

1904

P ARKER OVER IN

Dar-row-

DEMOCRATS

HAD

VESTIGATING

THAT MUCH IN THEIR
COMMITTEE

BRASKA AND WORKED VERY WELL

YAN

FOND SAYS SHEENAN

MONEY WAS SENT

TO

MAINE,

BEFORE

SENATE

COLORADO

AND

INNE-

IN MAINE.

WAS AIDED BY DONATION
OF

$15,000

IN RACE FOR CONGRESS

Washington, D. C, July IS. The
Democratic campaign fund contained
about $l,nim.liuo when Alton l.i. Parker ran for president, in 190-1- according to W. F. Sheehan, of New York,
who testified today before tihe senate
committee
campaign
investigating
funds.
Mr. Sheehan then was chairman of
executive
national
the democratic
committee
Money was sent by the
cunimuu;, ne muu, 10 .uune, vuiuiu-onao n'1" Nebraska.
"To Maine did you say?" asked a
senator.
j
"Yes, with very gratifying results
to the Democrats.'
"How much was sent to Nebraska?"
queried Senator Oliver.
"I think about $15,000.''
"Mr. Bryan was the candidate for
the senatorship that year, was he

August Belmont was a large contributor. Senator Oliver asked if Thomas
I". Ryan also was
a contributor in
the same campaign.
The witness responded that he was.
The witness declared the committee made a rule at the beginning of
the campaign not to accept money
from any trust.
He balievert no such
contributions were made directly or
indirectly.
Mr. Sheehan said the late Daniel S.
Laniont, assisted him in collecting
money. Colonel Lamont had been
connected witih corporations he said,
but he could not remember what ones.
Asked if he could tell the committee where it could find Charles Hall,
assistant treasurer of the national
committee in 1904 and in charge of
the finance books, Mr. Sheehan said
he thought Hall might be in Albany.
Other witnesses to be called later
r.Qt?"
include Representatives Lloyd
and
"I do not remember exactly; candi Molvinley, chairman respectively of
dates for the seuaiorship
were the Democratic and Republican con
gressional campaign committees. The-dat"Well, I think lie was," interrupted
of further hearings and the exthe Pennsylvania senator.
tent to which the inquiry will go have
Mr. Sheehan said he remembered
not been determined.

j
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UAREZ WILL BE ASA

NO TREATING IN
LOS ANGELES

SENATE

AGREES TO

VOTE ON BILLS
Los Angeles, Cal., July 18. If plans
to
d
saibmittc
the
council
the
by
city
ING BANDS TO PROWL THROUGH
PLEASE GO AWAY
10R BOLD
police commission are enacted into
AND LET ME c L E E P.
New York, July IS. The body of
LIVING OFF PEOPLE law, saloons in Los Angeles hereafter FILIBUSTER OF THE DEMOCRATS FORCED
COUNTRY
AndSan
is.
Francisco,
July
Nathan Swarlz, whose father informwill close at (! p. :n.; it. will be a misrew Reese known as the wim
STAND
PATTERS
INTO LINE
AND
SAY
AND DESTROYING RAILROADS
ed the police that his son was the
demeanor to treat your friends; no
of
Sutro
man
to'N
brought
forest,"
Conof
fourteen year old Julia
SCHEDULE
IS
ARRANGED
FOR
TAKING
slayer
can
to
suhRtar.ee
salty
promote thirst
the city jail today to answer one
nors was found early today on the
be served at the free lunch counter;
UP WOOL TARIFF AND OTHER MEASof the periodical protests of so- EMINENT STATESMAN FROM UNION PULLS fourth floor of a tenement house on
ADVANCE
FEDERALS
one drink during lunch hour is the
ciety to his carefree existence, V
Christie street. Swartz had commitURES.
ON
TRUSTY
FELLOW
limit, and the total number of saloons
protested feebly that he did not S
ted suicide by inhaling gas.
UPON BORDER POST in the city, now 200, will gradually
to
be
civilized.
want,
Struggling
BARRISTER AND HAS IT TAKEN AWAY
The body was identified by Detecba reduced to 100.
rusty from
Washington, n. C, July is. Leadtive Joseph B. Urennan. Swarlz had JACK ROSE ADMITTED TO POLICE S with vocal chords
FROM HIM PRONTO
were sub- ers in the senate reached an
The proposed changes
V 'aek of use, Heese admitted that
agreehired the room eight days ago under
Juarez, Mex., July IS. Activities of mitted to the city council to be conTHAT HE WAS IN AUTO PRIOR S he never knew the time of he
from
the name of Max Kirskowitz,
vote
a
for
week
ment,
late
next
today
orthe citizens vigilance committee
sidered in connection with the ordiV day, or year; that he had never
Kaplan
Early today
Clayton, X. M., June IS. There was Max Kaplan.
on the three democratic tariff measTO TIME ROSENTHAL WAS SHOT V heard of the
Pubnance
free
lunches.
of
cost
of
the
abolishing
the
city
living;
high
passage
ganized during
a touch of the old times in Clayton, smelled gas. On investigation he
that it was immaterial to him X from rebel to federal control, led to- lic hearings will be held and many ures as follows;
AND THAT HE CALLED FOR MAyesterday that reminded the old tim- found Swartz in bed witth the end of
women in clubs have announced that i The wool bill Thursday, sugar bill
whether Roosevelt, of whom he
ers of the wild and woolly, in a sort a gas tube that ran from the middle
day to the report that the insurrec-to- s they will he present.
I riday, and the excise tax bill SaturPresiran
never
had
for
ON
Exheard,
to
TELEPHONE
CHINE
IN
TOM
his mouth.
of larcical way as there was a gun o the ceiling tied
would evacuate Juarez within 4S
day.
dent, whatever that was. or not;
amination
physician
by a hospital
pulled in the playlet.
JOINT-HI- GH
SHARKEY'S
hours.
OFFIIt is expected this agreement will
th"t he had never been married
showed the man was dead.
Judge Toombs, l'nion member of
be ratified before adjournment and
The rebels admit that they intend JEWELRY
and knew no more of women
collar
on
his
in
lead
Written
pencil
the house at the last legislative sesCIALS MAY BE INVOLVED.
the Democratic filibuster withdrawn.
to abandon Juarez zone, moving the
inthan he did of witches.
IN HEART OF
sion started in as chief actor, but At- were the words, "I am guilty and
Ratification of the agreement finally
of
Reese has spent fifteen years,
garrison of 400 men here to Casas
were
several
sane."
There
pieces
torney Pace quickly took the stage.
BIG CHICAGO was put over until tomorrow. The
111 miles southwest on the
on'
a few terms of ten or
one
and
Grandes,
around
except
newspapers
lying
IS.
New
"Jack"
Rose,
York, July
Toombs went to the office of Mr.
Democrats demanded the right to vote
but
Mexican Northwestern railroad,
Pace with a six shooter in his pocket, of these was written the sentence: "I wanted by the police in connection X twenty days in jail for vagrancy,
on the excise bill a.: an amendment
to
as
no
announcement
made
vaihave
did
it.
X
Golden
on
minute
I
IS.
was
111.,
the
after
hills
the
sorry
overlooking
Jewelry
July
Chicago,
and finding a client in the office reto the sugar bill and delayed closing
with the murder of Herman Rosen- X Gate park.
for
a
in
So don't cry for me."
the
time
their
was
from
lives
stolen
cave,
lie
proposed depar- led at nearly $25,000
quested the said client to fade from
the agreement.
lul-local
The
A letter was found addressed to thal,
the
ture.
and
informer
X
hi
on
a
crowded
viligance
organizaa
carrier
gambler,
coyotes
singing
Knightly
today
sample
Then'
which
he did.
the landscape,
The Democrats of the senate who
contion, however, was busy today pre- street in front of the
Silversmith were
laby.
came the funny part. Toombs drew Swartz's mother, in which he
against the police, at police headueteated
to 11 in an ertort to
to
not
and
her
his
to
fessed
endured
X
are
a
His
for
guilt
was
telling
jail
taken
change.
The jewelry
paring
trips
building.
this gun and Pace proceeded to relieve
was questioned
for
the wool bill taken up at the
have
quarters
today
out.
a
Later
her
X
receives
W.
because
Phillip
was
he
Juan
eyes
was
mayor from Patrick McDermott, who
patiently
Medina, who
him of it after a scuffle during which cry
opening of todays session, resumed
the two hours by Deputy Commissioner X much needed outfit of clothing X of Juarez, is in charge.
It is expectthe judge used his molars with, such Swartz, a brother of the slayer ofman
their filibuster of yesterady against
dead
identified
Connors
the
so- X ed that when General
Rose
X
How
each
he
with
sentence.
girl,
the
admitted,
Dougherty.
Dough
Huerta,
the
a
salesman
employed by
Levin,
effect, that Pace came out of the scrap
the $150,000,000 sundry civil approhis
as
brother.
X
X
cures
a
secret
his
food
he
aris
in
has
commander
In
of
chief,
government
with a lacerated thumb, while the
company
erty said, that he was a passenger
priation bill.
X rives in Juarez, he will respect the New York.
Only a few days ago Swartz's fath-- j the automobile in which
X never divulged.
judge was considerably worked over,
Rosenthal's
Democratic leaders declared
they
son
his
informed
the
that
er
police
as to his head, suffering some contusThe police department and several would have continued the filibuster
neutrality of the viligance body.
Metro-pole- ,
to
drove
murderers
the
hotel
the
had
killed
ihad
he
him
told
that
crew detective agencies were notified and until assured of a vote on the tariff
The
ions thereon.
fact, that a dynamiting
Pnnnnra frirl. in which the father rebut said he left it before the
of rebels was 114 miles south of hero began a search for the stolen jewels bills.
vvnat excueu me judge to me
tllat there was nothing left shooting took place.
NINE ARE DROWNED IN at Montezuma today on the Mexican and
the thief.
tent of drawing a pistol has not been but for the son to commit suiciue
The big sundry civil appropriation
to
Central railroad has a tendency
Rose gave himself up, the deputy
bill, against which tihe filibuster was
learned, Dut it is asserted tinat ne
counteract the idea of an immediate
filed the sight of the gun before he
commissioner said, after the
latter
directed, carries many important
IS
CLOUDdURST
evacuation of Juarez.
It is believed GERMAN AVIATOR
entered the office, so the thing would POSTOFFICE ROBBER IS
had to'd "Bridgey" Webber, arrested
appropriations.
IN
MACHINE.
KILLED
BY
KILLED
POSSE.
The difficulty in reaching an agreenot have been so dangerous, anyway.
that General Orozco will await the reyesterday in the case, to find Rose,
ment was said to have been one of the
turn of this detail of men and the
It is declared that it may be necesMontgomery, Ala., July IS. In a and to tell him to come immediately
'Lieut. Preusser Was Making Flight details
IN RAVINE WHEN
ALL WERE CAUGHT
sary to send Mr. Pace to the Pasteur fight at Alexander City this after- to headquarters.
only. The regular Republicans
complete destruction of the railroad
Him
Fell
When
Catching
Aeroplane
were willing to permit a vote on the
noon, between a posse and a gang of
institute, as a result of the injury.
I am positive," said Dougherty lat
up to the international line before orWALL
OF WATER SWEPT DOWN UPUnder Heavy Engine.
tariff bills but the progressives did
men who are believed to have robbed er, that I shall have the murderers
dering the abandonment of the town.
CREEK General Orozco himself will
JACOBS
ON
NEAR
THEM
not want to eliminate debate. They
the Auburn postoffice recently, one of Rosenthal in custody before long
southgo
IS.
Lieut.
Leipsic, Saxony, July
THE DAY IN CONGRESS of the robbers was killed. The infor- and I believe I know who did the
contend they would have had opporwest to Casas Grandes, the new rebel
PENNSYLVANIA
Preusser, a German military aviator, tunity to present amendments if the
mation was received here by Postofthe
If
rebel
base
and
today.
me
to
Rose's
statement
capital
shooting.
was killed here today as he was mak- bills were discussed at length.
As
fice Inspector Brannon.
It is believed dees
X
SENATE.
not implicate Lieutenant Becker.
general does not indicate1 his position
a flight. The ma- 'the session proceeded the Democrats
Jacobs Creek, Pa., July 10. Nine as chief of the Insurrectos as has fre- ing a landing after
the men were involved in the robbery I believe Becker was
X
Convened at 11 a. m.
entirely ignorant
chine turned over twice after it struck continued their filibuster and forced
of the Queen and Crescent train in
X
Democrats were defeated in an
that the murder was going to take persons were drowned in a cloudburst quently been reported of late It is the ground. The airman was caught the senate to take up the Panama
near
in
Barren
here
Run
;
recently.
Mississippi
early today.
considered most likely that he will beneath the engine.
attempt to have wool tariff bill
Rose acknowledged he was
place.
canal bill.
Mrs. John Raymond, her six child
S considered and began a filibuster
in the automobile but not at he time
go to some secluded place on the MexMORE TAFT JOBS,
ren, her brother, Mine Rovinsky ana ican Northwestern whence his whereX against the sundry civil appro- the shooting took place.
her mother. During the storm, Ray- abouts or movements could not easily CHINAMAN ADMITS HE
Washington, D. C, July 18. PresiRIVERS AND HARBORS
priation bill.
"He admits that he hired the car, mond went from
IS ASSA' SIN.
sent
his house to, the barn be traced.
the
following
Taft
dent
X
today
HOUSE.
BILL PASSED.
to
for
he
that
somebody
got
telephone
reRun.
Barren
near
in
located
To
be
a
ravine
to
the senate:
nominations
X
Convened at noon.
is every indication that the
if. from
There
Tom
in
saloon
Sharkey's
not
and
return
He did
after waiting
Honk Kong, July 18. The Chinaman
X Representative Berger made a
gister of the land office at Douglas, Fourteenth street."
Washington, D. C, July IS. The
move their main forces
two hours, the wife, her children and federals will
"
X
who on July 3, attempted to assassi - rjvers and harbors appropriation bill
speech for the social- - X Wyo., Nathaniel Baker; to be receivover
Juarez
to
north
and
PoPolice
artillery
and
Lieutenant
Becker,
the other members of the family heX ist party.
Sir Francis H. May, Governor of carrying about $33,000,000 including
X er of public monies at Douglas, Harry
uie nate
lice Commissioner Waldo appeared at came frightened and went in search tlle Mexican (.emrai
H. Price.
Hong
Kong, by shooting him with a $0,000,000 for Mississippi river Imon
did
the
way
road slowly as they
city hall shortly after noon and went of him.
He provement was passed finally by the
revolver,
pleaded guilty today.
into conference with Mayor Gaynor.
As they reached a ravine, a wall of from Torreon to Chihuahua City.
was sentenced to life imprisonment senate today when the conference reare
also
forces
government
Big
The Deputy Commissioner
would water swept down and carried them
at hard labor.
port was adopted.
not say whether Rose told who else away. Raymond was safe in the barn moving along the Mexican Northwestern from the City of Chihuahua but
was in the car when he left it. Af- and escaped.
The body of teh brother has been they must contend with burned brid- ter the examination Rose, who is the
man who figured in the charge of recovered and search is being made! ges.
Chihuahua, Mex., July IS Federal
Rosenthal for the others.
gambling graft made UWashington, D. C, July IS. Repre- ing that it shou'd be applied to me,
under Captain Chavez routed
troops
Police
Lieutenant
Becker,
against
forces of rebels in three successive
sentative Norris of Nebraska, Pro- and if since my nomination, my was arrested and taken to district at funeral of Rosenthal today.
course in refusing to recognize Mr.
Aaron J. Levy, counsel for Louis encounters yesterday, forty miles to
Whiteman's office where it
gressive Republican and a Roosevelt
as die republican nominee is torney
lart
Cripple Creek, Colo., July IS. "The working men's problems."
and William Shapiro, who are: the south of Parral.
Libby
an
be
would
he
was
to
in
given
expected
a
letter sent today
supporter,
commander-in- Action on the report of President
has
General
Huerta,
Western Federation of Miners
unsatisfactory to the republicans who other examination in connection with under arrest and are alleged owners
John L. Kennedy, chairman of the nominated me, I am not
has t'one more to improve conditions
of Charles H. Moyer was scheduled as
only willing, the grand jury investigation into the of the "murder car" gave out a Btate chief of the government forces,
Nebraska state republican committee, but I believe it is my
m ent regarding Shapiro's conduct at repaired the railway line as far as working men in the last quarter of a part of the business to come before
duty to with- gambling situation.
asks for another senatorial primary draw.
It was planned also
the time of the murder. Shapiro has Sauz, which has been occupied by tihe century than Christianity ever has ac- today's session.
Waldo
Commissioner
an
Police
in which his republicanism is to he
Mrs. J. iL ;o canvass the referendum, vote for
declared
"Under no circumstances can I be nouneed the suspension of Patrolman admitted, according to the police, federals.
complished,"
tried and a new set of instructions induced to
Mexico City, Mex., July IS The Cannon, of Arizona, in an address
announce the result.
officers and
support a mai fcr office William J. File, who was in the hotel that he was the driver of the car.
be voted to candidates for Roosevelt whose nomination
"Shapiro" said Mr. Levy, "told me Mexican foreign minister Pedro
Western Federation of Min- Other matters to come before the conI conscientiously Metropole off duty at the time of the
the
and Taft electors.
in an interview today said ers annual convention
He proposes that believe to" have been obtained
of the
that after the shooting he was work
here today vention included discussion
by the murder and unsuccessfully
pursued
was being made by the
electors for both sides stand by the
and unlawful methods which in a taxicab the automobile in which ing with his motor and pretended it .every effort to
Mrs. Cannon is an active Socialist and proposition to consolidate the Western
corrupt
result.
protect the Mormons.
would not start. One of the parties government
She urged the ad- Federation of Miners and the Unite'il
I believe were perpetrated in the
worker.
the murderers escaped.
General Huerta, he said, had dis- - suffrage
'TVvn't
coinYnn
stall thnt pnirinp
Mr. Norris made the proposal in
mission of women to membership in Mine Workers of America, vote on
renomination of President Taft
about
Cothe
was
It
toward
a
police
column
reported
strong
had better eet it started and be ouick patched
to change the name of the
reply to criticism in his state and and if my nomination or even my inv ana anr Pnlrvn i o MnrolnB
iY0 labor unions on an equal fo.itinjj with suggestion
Inn In
this afternoon that the .1.
ji t
to the International Fedpublished demands that he support terest must depend upon such sup headquarters
the
organization
that
thereby
,
contending
"Shaniro still hesitated and one of: Mormon colonies southeast of Dougof Miners and decision on tne
President Taft or get off the republi- port, then I prefer to remain in pri- arrest of a leading police official in
eration
wife.
and
the
mother
of
the
influence
connection with the Rosenthal murder the parties said: 'Go on, you fool! las, for that purpose.
to purchase mines witu the
can ticket
vate life."
soon would take plaf e.
The Mormons complain that the the greatest power for good in the proposal
Get started; don't you know that the
"I am a believer in the recall," said
life of mankind, would be exerted in surplus funds and operate them for
Representative Norris defeated NorNew York, July 18. Hundreds of cops are fixed and no one will bother
solution
! am will ris Brown in the primary for senator. the gambling fraternity attended the us. It Is a clean
ofihe benefit of the federation.
Mr. Norris in his letter.
behalf ot the proper
(Continued on Page 8.).
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NORRIS OF NEBRASKA
ASKS FOR A PRIMARY

WESTERN FEDERATION IS
BETTER THAN CHRISTIANITY
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PAGE TWO

A

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Little Store

11

DONA ANA FOR
TAX
GOOD ROADS IF
TAXES COUNT

RATE

JuLY

THURSDAY,

18, 1912.

HIGHER

ARIZONA THAN

Las Cruces,
July IS. The
Every woman's heart responds to
July issue of the "New Mexico Good
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
Roads," printed in Santa Fe by the
Toice, because nature intended her for
state engineer, gives a conip'ete abmotherhood.
But even the loving
stract of the good roads legislation
nature of a mother shrinks from the
which passed the last legislature and
ordeal because such a time is usually
the apportionment of the funds avail - INCREASE OF FIFTY SIX PER CENT IS
a
period of suffering and danger.
able under the $500,000 bond issue for
ORDERED BY COMMISSION
FOR SOME Women who use Mother's Friend are
each county.
saved much discomfort and suffering".
COUNTIES - OVER THERE RICH MIKES
Dona Ana county is shown to be
iand their systems, being thoroughly
seventh on the list based on taxes paid
PAY MOST OF IT HOWEVER.
prepared by this great remedy, are
for 1911. The tabulated list shows
in a healthy condition to meet tha
Chaves county in the lead with
time with the least possible suffering
Phoenix, Ariz., July IS. C. M. Zan- and danger.
Mother's Friend is
paid in taxes during 1911 to the
state. Dona Ana shows $29.GS3.70 in der, Charles R. Howe and P. J. Miller, recommended only for the relief and
of
r.'.embers
the tax commission, have comfort of expectant mothers ; it is in
taxes paid the state, giving the counreturned from a trip through the no sense a remedy for various ills,
ty .0527 per cent of the funds derived just
counties of Mohave and Yavapai, dur- but its many years of success, and
from the bond issue. This will give
which several hearings were held the thousands of endorsements reSouthern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Dona Ana county $2G, 350.00 from this ing
and there were also conferences with ceived from women who have used it
WITH ALL CASH
source
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
alone, and according to the the boards of
As a re- are a guarantee of the benefit to be
equalization.
provisions of the act the county must sult of the work done by the board on derived from its use.
This remedy
put up an equal amount, making a this trip, the valuation of property in does not accomplish wonders but simtotal of $52 700 that will be available Yavapai county is raised for taxation
ply assists nature to perfect its
as soon as the bond issue can be pas- purposes 5G
Friend allays nausea, preper cent, the total being
sed next November.
now somewhat in excess of $18,000,-000- . vents caking of
The greatest raise was in mines
In addition'to the above funds there
every8'
is the amount due on delinquent taxes and railroad property.
A
contributes
to
which could all be collected, would
Also in Mohave county there was a
.strong,
healthy
This amount distinct raise, the properties affected motherhood. Mother's Friend Is sold
amount to $SG,531.02.
nave being the Santa Fe railroad company, at drug stores.
however, includes taxes that
Write for our free
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
been due since 1S92, and for iTio 10 the Gold Road Mining company and book for expectant mothers.
years between 1S92 to 1902 the dei n- - the Tom Reed Mining cocmpany. The ERADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta, Ca.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, arden & field seeds in bulk and
at this da'e last named property is owned largely
packages quent taxes unpaid
f
by Phoenix and Pasadena people and EL PASO PCOPLE
amounted to $26,930.31.
is said to be one
of the coming
The only exclusive
f
TO VIIT IN TAOS.
house in Santa Fe
Under the new road legislation
of the delinquent taxes as col- mines of the state. Its annual produc
of
now
is
It
is
and
$381,000
gold
lected goes to the state good roads tion
worked only on a small scale. While With Pack Train They Will Make
fund and the other half goes into the the
Leisurely Trip Through New Mexcommission was at Kingman,
a
Phone Black
Phone Black county good roads fund. lTp to the
ico Many Prepare
for Summer
bar of bullion representing the prior
present time there has been collected three weeks' run was brought to that
Visits.
taxes
of
which town. The bar was valued at
$15,139.74 delinquent
$79,000
a large portion will go to ins good in
tnat county the Santa Fe property
El Paso, Texas, July IS. A pack
leads of the county.
is this year valued at $224,000, which train will leave Glorietta Prss, N. M
Coal
Dawson
ANFl
The engineer's office give.? a list of is almost equal to the entire assess - on August 1, with a party of El Peso
El Toro
1G state highways that are of general nient lor laii.
Sawed Wood
on a
j ;ms and their friends in charge
The secretary of state is bearing ' trip from Glorietta to Taos, N. M. The
mportance to the state as veil as
being equally proportioned
through the brunt of the work imposed by the party will be out 30 days and will hunt
Of Ihess high- novelties ot tihe new state constitu - and fish en route.
the various counties.
The party will in- ways, the one most interesting to tion. One of the duties in connection elude T. M. Wingo and son, Lowdon;
southern New Mexico, are the Omino with this matter is the preparation of van t. Wilson U..S. Stewart, Edgar
Real, which connects wiru the Texas pamphlets designed to instruct the Halstead, of Los Angeles; Mr. Scott,
f'.a'e road at Anthony and cj'er.ds voters on the constitutional amend- of Sherman, Texas and Paul Jette,
north to the Colorado lin.;, a total dis- ments and the initiative petitions to of the Mescalero Indian reservation.
be voted on at the coming election.
All Kinds of Building Materials.
tance of 500 miles.
Judge J. R. Harper and Frank
There are 50,000 of these pamphlets
State highways Xos. 5 and G extendColes, accompanied by their wives,
to
be
Doors, Red
within
to
thence
Roswell
from
the
few
next
printed
Carrizezo,
;ng
days will also go to the
lodge of the Win
to Alamogordo and through San Au- and a copy will be mailed to each of
and Feather Club on the headwater!
yard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
:
h
r.
iYin
VAforc
n
it
vivio in nic attire da iiieir utllllfs 0' the Pecos
gustine pass to connect with the
firstrver on
It is not
Real at Las Cruces form a link appear on the register.
Phone, Red 100
Phone. Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Ec!Sar Kayser, accompanied by his
in the Borderland route, which also presumed Ohat this method of reach HKayser, end Frank Coleextends west to Denting and on to ins the electorate will be at all, sat - Iatller'
eft Tuesday morning for Ros- if factory, as the register is four years man
Arizona.
At The United States land office a o!d and is therefore extremely inac- - veil, X. M., in Mr. Kayser's Kissel
curate.
When the constitution was Car.
They will be gone a week on a
large number of notices of intention mailed out to the
voters last year Pleasure trip overland through the
to make final proof under the old law
are thousands of copies were never de- - Pecos valley.
requiring five years residence,
livered and it is certain that that ex-- ',
PHONE 85 MAIN.
rea
to
as
in
the
j. h Marr and P
letters
Feldman,
coming
reply
will be
in regard tOCompanied by their wives, will leave
cently sent out by the office to ail these pamphlets, repeated
More
tnan
30,000
Wednesday for Philadelphia,
homestead entrymen whose envies of them will be
where
mailed, however, and
were made prior to June G, 1312.
uiey win negin an auto trip through
be
will
there
addiin
many
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
the east which will continue until SepThe mistake is made by many in tion, for others whothousands,
may desire them tember.
LUMP
SAWED WOOD
sending in the notice of elec'm signThese pamphlets will contain the
ed and completed, thinking that :t is
W. H. McCullough, rector of the
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
three amendments proposed by the
do
to
to
so
in
Scottish Rite Lodge at Corpus
(tvsil
order
h
necessary
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
These amendments
legislature.
themselves of the benefit of the act late
Rite Lodge is at Corpus
to the recall of the judiciary,
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
of June Gth, 1912, known as the three
proposition to permit cities to i li- Christi, Texas where he is fishing
years Homestead act. This art pro- crease their indebtedness, and the for a while in the Gulf of Mexico. He
vides that all homestead
ntrymsii proposition that the state and cities joined a party of St. Louis friends at
shall become subject to the provision
a
shall be allowed to engage in indus- San Antonio, who are spending
of the act after 120 days from the trial pursuits.
The volume will be month at the gulf coast resorts.
passage ot same, unless they file no- jnjte buiky and the mailing of thou
tice of election to make proof under sands of copies will entail quite an
FIRE!
the old law.
amount of labor.
Successor to
Unless those who have made the
The secretary will also shortly have
The dread sound of the fire alarm
mistake of sending in blanks when several thousand copies of the United brought the citizens out to a serious
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
they do not wish to prove up under States constitution printed for tihe fire at Mahoney's barn at noon Mon
the old law, write the register and use of the election officials. These day. The loss was
FIRST-CLAS- S
complete, so far as
receiver at once and withdraw the will be printed on cards, each card building and
were concerned. The
hay
notice it will become operative at the containing one section. They will be dead wagon was
saved, but the big
Also First-Clas- s
Hacks, Busses and
expiration of 120 days and then the used to comply with that provision of float was ruined. This is the second
Wagons
the
law
to
be
wait
will
which
primary
required
entryman
requires that fire in the same place within a few- Phone Main IJ9
the full five years before
making each voter shall be able to read the weeks, the former one
310 San Fracisco St.
causing but
The new law does not take constitution in English in order to en- little loss.
proof.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Deming Headlight.
away the right of commutation which title him to the privileges of the balextends to new entries as well as the lot.
An amusing condition has arisen
o'd ones.
STENZEL
OTID
The gasoline stove in the rear of the with respect to the militia appropriaWOODY'S HACK
Ideal confectionery exploded and the tions. It will be recalled by those who
A clear white liquid for cleansing
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
store and candy factory were soon followed the course of legislative ac- purifying and
healing skin and scalp
tion
on
Prom
this
matter that a bill carrying
filled with smoke and fumes, the fire
La Salle
BARRANCA
TAOS did little damage, the smoke being athe$9,000 appropriation was defeated at diseases.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
special
and largely cures
session,
The loss was
eczema permanent.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South the most trouble.
the
through
efforts
of
H.
Wood
R.
of
On Monday the stable of
nominal.
A few days after using the Liquid
II.
Mr.
Yavapai
Wood made his the
county.
Telephone
Bounds Trains.
the People's Ice company was threatdisease begins to disappear.
in the professed
interests of
"Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot ened when a small shed near it burn- fight
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisch
but
in
so
economy,
he
doing
er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
the north bound train and arrives at ed. The fire was out before the ar gained the ill will of manvnaturally
of the
rival of the department.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Taos at 7 p. m.
national guard and also of many of
O. Wettlaufer, Jr., deputy clerk in the
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
people of his own county who have
the
office of the clerk of the probate
Good
and
covereft
hacks
way.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
profited largely through the holding of NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami court, is entertaining his mother. Mrs. tne annual encampment at Ft. Whipfiench Noodle Order TOc a disn,
furnished
commerc'al men to take In O. Wettlaufer, Sr., and sister, Miss A. pie, near Prescott. But now it devel
EXPRESS LINE.
Hew York Chop Suey 60c.
.. .
v .
nilD llnf IT..
the surrounding tomns. Wire E.nbude Wettlaufer, of New York City.
wo
was all in
u.oi mi. viutius i,ngnt
W. A. Sutherland has returned vain. The militia code bill
Station.
did not
Red 161.
from a business trip to El Paso and carry an
emergency clause and there- - Leave Orders at Butt Bros.
the south end of the valley.
Drugstore
lore does not become effective until
Judge Frank W. Parker is making three months following the date o
a trip down the valley as far as El us approval, this
brings it so late
I'aso and wlil return the fore part tnat the appropriation under the old
the week. He is accompanied by Mrs. law will be available this year, and
MUHALTER
Parker and son, Frank.
this appropriation is substantially th
The Fosters are absent in Alamo- same as that which was provided in
Bu
gordo, driving over the Borderland tne special appropriation bill.
Rooms With Bath,
route on Saturday as far as the foot because no special appropriation was
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
of the mountains and then proceeded made, the guard this year will hold
its encampment at Fort Huachuca
to Cloudcroft by rail.
Jake Hollingsworth has been called and thus Yavapai county and the city
to San Antonio by a telegram an- of Prescott will lose considerable in
a hnancial sense.
nouncing the serious illness of his

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
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J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
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OUR

BUSINESS

IS

SOON

GOING TO BLOW OU.

WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING
WANT AND BY DOING

Phone

A

SQUARE

BUSI-

RZTAi

14.

If

- Phone 14

YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

-

FRANK M. J0NESniBa2n6kB,dg-

SIZES.

-

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
, Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,
Or, Phone No. ed 76

CERRILLOS

Chris-Scottis-

re-th-e

I

IGH

THE STAR BARN
LIVERY

Its Hardware We Have It

WHEN

:

,

j

Wood

l

Hardware Co.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

CAPITAL COAL YARD

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
plays a most imporgrandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
N

I'

RIGS.

Bagpge

J. R. CREATH,

EMA

LINE

TO

N'

Phone

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

W. A. Moore, of Albuquerque, was
visiting Las Cruces on business.
Gus Trost, of El Paso, was in town
on business in connection with the
new hotel.
Word comes from Clifton, Arizorfa,
that Marguerita Barela, who is there
on business was taken seriously ill
and an operation mey be necessary.
SHOT HIMSELF.

You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Your orders are always assured per
sonal attention.

Belarino Martinez, who with his
brother, were engaged in herding
their sheep at the head of Rio Grande
ue laos snoi ana Kiuea himself on
Monday, July 2. The ball entered
back of the left ear and came out
above the right eye. The body was
brought to Taos, and Judge Witt empaneled the following coroner's jury:
C. B. Ruggles, C. R. Dwire, J. D. Cordova, Thomas Herburger, Flavio Martinez and J. Antonio Salazar.
After
an investigation, the Jury returned a
verdict of deatlh by suicide. Taos

State

of Ohio,

city of Toledo,

Lucas county.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Ca
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
ot HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
to my presence, this 6th day ot December, A. D. 1S86.
(Seal)
A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted

The Tailor

the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full infor-

Will clean, press, repair

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

....

brother.

IS QUITE

ready for

JULIUS

HOTEL

ODS, Electricity
tant part. The

POWER

1

You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Your
orders are always assured personal at
tentlon.

BUSI-

WHAT THE PEOPLE

Wood-Davi- s

-

MM

OF DOING

NESS.

,

TIE

SOUR WAY

V.

Aust

Restaurant

I

WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT

!

Seal

PRICES

NESS.

j

and White Cedar Fence Posts

am?

LITTLE

45

R.

Screen

AT

one-hal-

LEO HERSCH

45

WE SOCK THE KNIFE INTO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG
BUSINESS

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

mation cheeer fully given.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power

J.F. RHOADS

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

Step Ladders,
Screens and
Screen Doors

4

A Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble

left at tne factory.

FURNITURE REPAIRING AND

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.'
101

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

UPHOLSTERING.

104GaIisteo Street
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH

BROS.. Agts.,

Santa Fe.

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA FE, N. M

.

Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
blanks prepared according
Rooms elegantly furnished and havto the Statutes of New Mexico, new ing all modern conveniences, lnclufr
State form, for sate by th
Nvf ing electric light, steam heat and.
Mexican Printing Company.
baths, In the First National Bank .
All legal

J
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

PAGE THREE
FOR SALE A lot of second band
belting, hangers, pulleys, ana shatt-iug- ;
one 12 horse power ond one 2i
horse power Leffel Engine, '.lrst ciap
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable or cirryiug
75 pounds of steam,
pasi:j upon by
Boiler Insiiector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon guso

UINEAPI loAREil MOTHER OF

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,

It.-

0i

attorney ar4 Counselor at Law.
itooms
CapiUl City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
17-1- 8

Assistant District Attorney, Firs
Judicial District

-

V
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n
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HOLT & SUTHERLAND,

WONDERFUL

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the District Court aa
the Supreme t'uurt ul
the State.
New Mexico
Las Cruces,

--

OF

well as before

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counieila.- at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to casei
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.

C. W. G. WARD,

State District Attorney.

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico
Las Vegas, HARRY

D.

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

When a New Perfection Conies
in at the Door Heat and Dirt
Fly Out at the Yindow.
What would it mean to you to have
heat and dirt banished from your kitchen
this summer to be free from the blazing
range, free from ashes and soot ?

Oil Cook-stov- e
With the New Perfection Oven, the New
Perfection Stove is the most complete cooking
device on the market. It is just as quick and
handy, too, for washing and ironing.

CONTINENTAL

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
N

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.
Taos,

-

B

New Mexico.

-

This Stove
saves Time

It saves Labor
It saves Fuel
It saves YOU
Made with 1 , 2 ani 3
burners, handsomely finished throughout
Cabinet top, drop shelves,
towel racks, etc.
Free Cook-Boo- k
with
every stove. Cook-Boo- k
also given to anyone sending 5 cents to cover mailing cost.

OIL CO.

Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Boise, Salt Lake City

M.

McKEAN & oHEETHAM,

PROGRESSIVES TO MEET
IN UNION COUNTY TOO

In the eastern they just do as they please and the
at
the hustling same bunnh as county officers and
.
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Lawlittle town of Roy, there will be held other times as deputies are always
before
all
In
Courts
the
Practicing
a county convention of the Progres- in power.
They make false election
the State.
sive Republicans and Democrats, 'on pledges, use corrupt and unfair methSanta Fe,
New Mexico the 25th of
July, A. D I'll:;, when ods of election and never have done
it is proposed to organize the National any good for the common people t
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc.v
Progressive party of the county of large.
TISE?
Mora.
The ones at the head of the moveThe call is being mailed out
Tell your story to
by the two members of the State Pro- ment are A. S. Bushkevitz, member of
2,000,000
Readers
gressive league in and for Mora coun- the county central republican comTwelve Dollars.
ty, and it will also appear in the Sat- mittee, Irwin Ogden, Sr., who is ai- advertise-aienWe will place your
to complete the organization
j thorized
urday issue of the
in 25 leading newspapers' Sun- which is a
a prominent
Progressive newspaper and and W. P. Walkowiak,
day issue, for $12 per insertion. De- wi!I be a strong factor in the move- business man of Roy, who always took
scriptive circular FREE.
ment.
active part in the republican politics
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
This movement was started in the of Mora county.
Roy precinct was
'
AGENCY,
eastern end of the county, which is always a stronghold for the republiTaos, New Mexico.
settled by about 1000 families from can party, but in the last election
all states in the Vniou. Roy was they showed their colors and would
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
the first town in the county that not stand for any more of the bos-- i
Dentist.
showe3 its progressive spirit.
Folsism of the ring leaders of Mora
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
lowing Roy are the towns of Wagon county.
It was Mr. Bushkevifz who
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Mound, 'Solano, Nolan, Watrous and had enough courage to start the move-- ;
Phone Red 6.
There are many who want to
Levy, where the Progressives can be ment.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
found in great numbers.
In the be progressive, but lacked the couraga
And by Appointment.
other more distant mountain precincts to start the movement towards an or-- !
He was the one who per- you will find the most
prominent ganization.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
business men favoring the movement. suaded the committee
members to
Physician and Surgeon.
The independence of the bosses and issue a call and also obtained the serOffice and Residence Washington.
the ring who have run Mora county vices of Mr. Roy, the editor of the
,
Ave., next door to Public Library.
for the last twelve years, in ignoring
to stand by their
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m the demands of the common people cause and in the organization of the
2 to 4 p. ai. Evenings.
new party. Secretary Geo. AV. Prich-arhas been the cause of the dissatisfactPhone Black 47.
The same ring has been in
ion.
has a signed announcement from
power for the last twelve years and Mr. Roy to that effect.
Roy, N. jr., July IS.
end of Mora county,

H. L. ORTIZ,

'or

Spanish-America-

j

i

Spanish-American-

d

DR. J. M. DIAZ,
DON CASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

DEFOURI WILL
BE HONORED

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.
to 3 P.

on
alleged to have been committed
May llth, in the mailing of the issue
of the paper of that date. Shortly afterward, after severay pieces of evidence had been introduced, it war?
found that the complaint alleged only
the mailing of a copy of the paper
which it was charged contained improper matter on June 15th. The matter then proceeded to trial on this
Before any evidence had
complaint.
been introduced, however, Mr, Moore
asked that he be excused for a few
minutes, and when he returned to the
court room, moved that the case be
This was done.
dismissed.

Members of the Guadalupe parish,
a new street has been opened
where
M.
across church property, have sent a
petition to Mayor Celso Lopez and
members of the city council asking
M.
them to christen the new street
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
street in honor of the Venerable
Cation Block, Palace Ave., next Father Defouri, former pastor there.
It is probable that the request will be
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
The members of the parish
granted.
PHONE 233.
who hold the venerable Father's name
Residence Palace Hotel.
An increasing number of people rePhone Main 63. in high esteem wish the street named
in his honor in order that the name
port regularly of the satisfactory remay be perpetrated within the parish. sults from taking Fo'ey Kidney Pills
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and commend their healing and curaDepartment of the Interior,
RELEASED AT HEARING.
U. S. LaDd Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
tive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills are
a carefully prepared medicine, guarJuly 3, 1912.
Xotice Is hereby given that FrancisAlbuquerque, N. M., July 18. Rev. anteed to contain no harmful or habco Montoya y Martinez of Espanola, Hermon P. Williams, editor of "The it forming drugs. They can have only
N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, aiade
was yesterday releas a beneficial effect when used for kidHomestead Entry No. 014,733, for SW ed, after a part of the evidence in ney and bladder troubles, for backSW1-4- ,
SE
S
XW this case had been heard.
and W
Leroy O. ache, rheumatism, weak back or lumSW
Section 23, Township 21 Moore, of Santa Fe, assistant United bago. So'd by all druggists.
N., Range 2 E., X. M. Meridian, has States district attorney, who conductfiled notice of intention to make final ed
the persecution, held that there STRONG GUARD IS
five year proof, to establish claim to would be
gained by binding
WATCHING OUTLAWS.
the land above described, before Reg- him over nothing
this time.
at
ister or Receiver at Santa Fe, X. M., on
A great number of interested peoCraig, Colo., July IS. A strong
Sept 5, 1912.
ple, including some women and young guard is still being kept at the county
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
Register. men and girls, attended the hearing, jail here to prevent any attempt by
which was held before United States friends to release Charles Fransar
In these days of high cost of living, Commissioner H. R. Whiting.
and William Morgan, alias William
a medicine that gets a man up out of
It is stated that the action of ine Sartelle, who were captured last neek
bed and able to work in a few days is federal attorney in asking that the after a desperate fight with a posse
a valuable and welcome remedy. John case be dismissed, at tfcis time, has no headed by Sheriff John Ledford. No
Heath, Michigan Bar, Cal.. had kidney prejudice against the matter being one without authority is allowed to
and bladder trouble, was confined to brought up again before the federal approach the jail.
his bed, unable to turn without help. grand jury, and it is rumored that
Don't miss The Orphans of the
"I commenced using Fo!ey Kidney this will be done.
Pills and can truly say I was relieved
The case begun upon the offense Plains at the Elks' tonight.
at once." His example Is worth following. Sold by all druggists.
1

L. F. MURRAY,
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Know It If you are out of
position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement iu the
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.

Let Him

a

Society Stationery

The New JTexv

can Printing Company have on band
and can make up promptly the latett
formB in society stationery. The ne
size correspondence cards, etc. Or
ders taken for engraved and em
bossed work. Several lines to mak
your selection from.

NATURE'S
Nature's

ence.

LAW.

laws are perfect if only we obey them, but disease follows disobedi-

Go straight to Nature for the cure, to the forest; there are mysteries there,

some of which we can fathom for you. Take the bark of the Wild-cherr- y
tree,
with mandrake root, Oregon grape root, stone root, queen's root, bloodroot and
golden seal root, make a scientific, glyceric extract of them, with just the right
proportions, and you have

DOCTOR PIERCE'S GOLDEN IvlEDiCAL DISCOVERY.
It took Dr. Pierce, with

the assistance of two learned chemists and pharma
cists, many months of hard work experimenting to perfect
this vegetable alterative and tonic extract of the greatest
efficiency.

!

Mb. C. W. Pawlkv, of Mill villn, Calif ..writes : " I wish
to tell you that I have u.scd your 'Golden Modlcal Discovery' in my family for twenty years. We have had a
doctor called in but once during that time. I have a family
of ten children, all well and hearty, for whidh, to a great
va nwo t.tinnU tji rnn nnd vnur (Ji,lr1,n AfwlIpaJ
pYtnnt.
Discovery ' and ' Pellets,' which we use when sick."

If you use embossed

stationery, you
can do no better than placing your order with the New Mexican Piloting
prices will be quoted upon request.
Our styles and 'orais are strictly up
to data.

THAT WAS

IN

Tells How She Keeps Her

1

C. W.

Pawley, Esq.

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invigorate
tiny granules.
stomacb, liver and bowels.
Sugar-coate-

Health Happiness For
Those Who Take
Her Advice.

UNIVERSITY

ACCOMPLISHES
THOUGHT

TO

BE IMPOSSIBLE.

.

EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,

DISCOVERY

PENNSYLVANIA

SOMETHING

MOULTON,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

LARGE FAMILY

RQDUCE 0 BY

Philadelphia, July IS. The production of guinea pigs by artificial means
jhas been accomplished in the I'niver-jsitof Pennsylvania.
the
Though
eggs of fishes had been developed by
aitificial means through she discovery
nf a saline solution by Professor Loeb
of Chicago, life in mammals never
was created artificially until the
in the University of Pennsylvania began a series of experiments
that is reported to have been amazingly successful.
There is in the biological laboratory of the university a guinea pig
tha twas produced1 by artiticial means
an dwhich is regarded by the scientists as an apparently perfect specimen.
Two other pigs similarly produced died in a short time.
The successful experiment, scientists in this city admit, is a great
step forward in the scenes of biology
and perhaps paves the way for the
artificial production of human beings.
The scientists who carried on the
experiments by which guinea pigs
were produced include Dr. Edward
Loholz and Dr. Ralph W. Lillie, both
of the University of
Pennsylvania.
Doctor Loholz ig in Europe, carrying
on further work with the hope
of
pushing his experiment to a greater
Though the work
accomplishment.
thus accomplished is admitted to be
still in experimental stages, the scientists, it. is said, have proved one thing,
namely, the possibility of greater animal life.
The Philadelphia
scientists got
their greatest help from Professor
Loeb, whose work in artificial parthenogenesis gave the first important
Professor
discovery to the world.
Loeb took the unfertilized eggs of
sea urchins, and by applying them to
a saline solution caused the eggs to
develop.
Following the discovery of a new
solution by Dr. Alexis Carrel of "he
Rockefeller Institute, the
Philadelphia scientists have been experimenting with one of a similar nature.
Their solution is composed of SO
per cent water, 12 per cent salt: and
an acid similar to the malic acid that,
is found iu certain forms of vegetable
life.
That solution, it was found,
would cause human tissues to grow.
When that fact was established the
scientists were ready to proceed a
step further and see if life could not
be artificially created
in animals,
guinea pigs were selected first.
Several female guinea
pigs were
isolated for several, weeks. Each was
kept in a separate cage and was fed
A lock was put on each
carefully.
cage and a seal attached to it to prevent the possibility of anybody except,
the scientists themselves from openAt a time that was being th' ci'.'.e.
lieved to be favorable the saline solution was injected.
The theory is
that the solution causes reproduction.
The animals at first seemed to give
promise that the experiment would
prove successful, but they soon grew
ill and died. Examinations indicated
that the solution had been successful
but evidently had caused the death
of the guinea pigs.
The experiment was repeated many
times.
The aim was to ascertain
just how much of the solution was
necessary to create life, yet would not
kill the animal.
Finally the solution
was injected into three pigs and success was assured. Three guinea pigs
were born of three mothers.
They
to be perfect
seemed
specimens
though they were smaller than guinea pigs born in the natural way.
Two of the pigs thus artificially
produced died. Autopsies of the bodies showed tihat the spinal cord in
both had not developed properly. The
scientists say that such a thing frequently happens with human babies.
The pig that remained alive is growing slowly, but in a healthy manner.
It is being studied with the greatest
attention and
satisfaction by the
scientists.
The scientists are making careful
notes of their work, and it is said
that an article telling of the results
soon will be prepared for the profession. Biologists in this city said they
believed artificial creation of life is
possible.
"If the pigs were actually born by
artificial means of reproduction,' said
a biologist chemist, "it shows what
many scientists already have believed. It is the first time that artificial
reproduction has been accomplished
in mammals."
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Scottville, Mich.- -" I want to tell you
how much good Lydia K. Pinkham's Veg-etableCompound anil
Sanative Wash have
(lone me. I live on a
ma. farm and have worked
very hard. I am
s- forty-fiv- e
years old,
and am the mother
of thirteen children.
Many people think
5t strange that I am
not l)ro'!en down
with hard work and
the care nf mv fm- ily, but I tell them of my pood friend,
kyaia t,. rinknam s vegetable
and that there will be no backache and bearing down pains for them if
they will take it as I have. I am scarcely
ever without it in the house.
"I will say also that I think there is
no better medicine to be found for young
My eldest daughter has taken
girls.
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound for painful periods and irregularity, and it has helped her.
"I am always ready and willing to
speak a good word for Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I tell every
one I meet that I owe my health and
happiness to your wonderful medicine."
-- Mrs. J. G. Johnson, Scottville, Mich.,
R.F.D. 3.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and herbs,
contains no narcotics or harmful drugs,
and today holds the record of being the
most successful remedy for woman's ills
known.
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easier tone overtook the market in
the final hour, but aside from a one
in consolidated
point decline
gas,
recessions were only fractional.
MONEY AND STOCKS.
New York, July lb. Call money
'2
Silver
prime paper 4
0
Mexican dollars Is; Copper
IT.OUfit 1 T.::7
Tin l:;.505t
Lead $l.(i(l(f 1.7(1; Amalgamated
y.l;
Ills-:';
NilgaiGreat
ili.S; Atdnison
Northern l"7
New York Central
115
m:!-f- ;
Nortelim
Pacific
New York Central 11
Northern
Pacific m:j-l- ;
Reading 1C3; Southern Pacific 11U; Union Pacific 1U7.J-S- ;
Steel SO
Steel, pt'd. 1UW,
CHICAGO GRAIN.
Chicago, Hi., July IS. Reports of
crops far above the average in Minnesota and the Dakotas more than offset today a nearly upturn in prices
one to firm cables and to some concern about low temperatures in the
Canadian
northwest. The opening
here was
lower to
up.
a
September started at !l.40fi 'ji
shade to
higher, touched
It 4
and then dropped to a 3
net lower
iiose was weaK
for September at 1)3
Corn developed decided weakness.
-l;

&?i?!!!PB

c

September after opening
to a sixteenth advance at
to

HATPI
.In,,, s. Mitciiki.i.

and $1.50 per day.

RATES-$- l.0

l&-smSSm:-

With Private bath, $1.50 to $3.00

SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES

j

EAST AND WEST
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

rose to

$50.35

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

$46.90
On

San Francisco,

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$55.90

$73.35

sale daily, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 30th.

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

$40.55
On

San Francisco,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$50.55

$67.50

sale August 2, 3, 5, 6, 1912.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona.

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST

AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Eastern

For further information call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE, N.

M- -

M
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The close was weak,
September
1
net lower at 04
Scattered commission selling carried down oats with other grain. September started
to
higher
at
to a'i
and descended
to oil
Provisions showed firmness on account of the small receipts of hogs.
Initial transactions ranged from 2
off to luc up with September delivery
17.02 for pork; 10. o5 to lU.UO for lard
and 10.50 for ribs.
CHICAGO
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, 111., July IS Cattle ReMarket slow, weak.
ceipts
Beeves ?."i.G0ft 9.43; Texas steers $l.!Ki
(1.17.05;
western steers
stockers and feeders
cows and heifers f2MU

St. Paul,
$50.35

off

to
but soon fell

0(i

St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

"i

c

.PMRFrkT"

!tn.iOKK

LOS ANGELES
NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS

Lorn-poun- d,

(i'i

l

Con-pan-

lW

Just a Moment, Sir !
CORNDODGER

LAST

$5. Soft 7.")0:
?:i.S5ft G.:J0;
7.50; calves

$3.50(38.50.

Sheep
Market
Receipts 10,000.
slow, generally steady. Native $:;.30
(J5.15; western ?:.!. 40(5(5. :15; yearlings
v4.J5(! 3.75; lambs, native $1.00(a7.50;

WE WANT TO TALK

western

$4.25$.
GRAIN AND

PROVISIONS.
July IS. Wheat, July

Chicago, 111.,
; Sept. Sli
Corn, July 70
Sept. 64.
Oats, July 411-2- ;
Sept. 33.
Pork, July 17.23.
Lard, July 10.32
Ribs, July 10.32
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., July IS. Cattle
Receipts 2,000, including SOO southerns. Market steady to weak. Native
steers $6.K0ff 9.30; southern cows and
hejifers $3.23(? S.75;
stockers and
feeders $ l.25(ri 7.00; bulls $3.75f( 5.50;
calves $4.50(5(8.25;
western "steers
$3.25(f 8.25; western cows $3.2."j 6.00.
Hogs
Receipts 6,000. Market
strong to 5c higher. Bulk of sales
$7.30; heavy
?7.30fi7.45;
butchers
and packers $7.50Q7.50; pigs JO.OOfj)
a

6.73.

Xew York, July 15. Yesterday's
late buying was resumed with moderation in the early stages of today's
stock market.
Active issues opened
with fractional gains, but later showed more or less hesitation. Steel and
Amalgamated were most active while
General Electric was distinguished
among Che specialties, its rise being
coincident with further rumors of a
stock dividend.
Trading slackened
perceptibly In
the second hour, the market having
Kaken considerable stock on the rise
Factors of importance were the good
crop news, activity in the steel Industry and greater ease of money. Bonds
were steady.
Trading became duller during the
noo nhour with practically no price
changes, except a one point advance
in Amalgamated, and a two point decline in Virginia iron.
The market closed
An
easy.

:s-:-

-

HO!
A.

line tank, with ether sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If interested address the New Meyict'i Printing
Santi Fe. Ne,v Meiico.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all at
the time and works for the upbuilding of our new Stat.

Sheep
Receipts 4,000. Market
steady to strong. Muttons $3.754.75.
lambs $7.75 fa 7.83; range withers and
yeat'slings $1.00(3 5.25; range
ewes
2.30Ji.4.25.

ST. LOUIS WOOL.
St. Louis, Mo., July 18 Wool market steady; territory and western mediums 20i 24c; fine mediums
20c;
fine 13017c.

winner Shoes
FOR ONE SHORT MOMENT

Are you ready for yours?
Are you going to come right here, where
the best of MEN'S SHOES are to be
found? If you wish to invest

$3.00, $3.50,

New Mexlcar
bring results.

want

ads.

$4,00:;: $5.00

the best Shoes for the money await
you here!

BUTTON. LACE or BLUCHERS
BRIGHT or DULL LEATHERS
SHOE COMFORT, DURABILITY

1'

Summer colds are hard to get rid of,
and Trequently lead to asthma, bronchitis and hay fever. Do not let your
cold get a hold on you, but use Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for ouick
relief. W. H. Allen, Chelsea, Wis.,
says: "We prefer Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound" to other cough medicines because it quickly cures coughs
and colds. It will ward off a cold if
Cal., formerly of this city, who has
taken in time." Contains no opiates.
Sold by all druggists.

I

Shoe

Where

uality
Meets
Price

Smartness to the Limit. Have you seen the NEW
OXFORDS? They're Beauties.

Min 9thteaer

See
Our
Window
Display

a:waye
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and he is given credit for it.
George is hardly any better this
season than during the seven and a
half seasons he has served as a Nap.
The Browns needed just such a player as he is, and needed him badly.
Since Jim MeAleer, then manager
of the Browns, decided in 1909 that
If Driscoll is as good as lie was Tom Jones' day of usefu'ness was past
when he fought Abe Attell on a pre- there have been nineteen St. Louis
vious visit to this country, he will fiist basemen. Of these eighteen failno doubt make it exceedingly interest- ed to fill the bill. Stovah is No. 19,
and he's" worth more than the other
ing for the present featherweight
i?
George's presHe made Abe Attell fight eighioeu puTlogetiier.
champion.
ence on first has improved all the
"Sol Plex" in the Chicago Exam- When he is not boxing he will roll his best in a ten round, no decision
other infielders.
Besides playing a
iner, has quite a bit to say about Al around in the ocean sands
in his bout in New York and there were
at first, Stovall is showPalzer, who, he insists, is the logi- batihing suit, harden his skin and many of the opinion that he had a great game
cal person to hop on John Arthur breathe the good, fresh air that good lead over the former champion. ing managerial ability, and St. Louis
fans lock for a first division club in
Johnson and tear the title, laurel whisks in off the Atlantic.
Driscoll is not only a cleverer box- 1913.
leaves and other paraphernalia from
Palzer is part German, part Scotch er than Kilbane, but he is a more
IT'S EASIER NOW.
Lis dusky brow.
Mr. Palzer landed and part Scandinavian.
He.
talks finished ring general.
The more I
An unexpected change is going on
in Chicago the other day whereat like the farmer boy but shrewdness is hear of Kilbane's
with Abe At- in baseball,
fight
Mr. Plex broke out as follows:
evident in. his demeanor.
according to Bob Wallace
Palzer is tell and from the showing since he
of the Browns.
The little Scott is
Al Palzer will fight Jack Johnson sore indeed at the way O'Rourke has won
the title, I am of the opinion that
or any man this afternoon,
serving his eighteenth year in the
tonight treated him and it was rumored yes- he is about the luckiest boxer
that big league, most of it as an infielder
or tomorrow if you show him mon- terday that he would take a Chicago ever held the
featherweight title.
Therefore, he should know whereof
He fears nothing that man as his manager, though he deey enough.
Jack Carson and Charley Pierson, he speaks.
walks on two feet and wears box- clined to discuss the subject.
"I have noticed in the last few seaHe said so yesterday
Palzer has whipped Al Kaufman, the "fighting newsboys," are both
ing gloves.
and there was a gleam in bis mild Tom Kennedy and Bombardier Wells training hard for their fifteen round sons that the shortstop has had fewer
tlue eye that convinced us it was of the men who were considered con- bout which takes place at Glenwood chances than in the olden days," says
"It is nothing now for a
tenders.
He is willing to fight Springs next Monday night. Carson. Wallace.
the truth.
Ve suggested that it might be an Flynn any time, but asserts Jim dodg- who always keeps himself
in good shortfielder to go through a regular
game and handle only
excellent idea to wait six or eight ed him last fall, running away from condition, will leave for Glenwood
He agreed New York to escape
months for Johnson.
meeting him. Springs in a few days to finish his three or four chances, whereas sever
with us on the long fight proposition, ibout Luther McCarthy, Palzer says: preparatory work.
Pierson was in al years ago, the average was about
I well recollect one
but said he was ready this minute
does not look like a gcod shape when he signed to meet nine or ten.
"McCarthy
game in which I played that I had
to battle the black wizard a
He has a game leg Carson, as he had been
fighter to me.
for
training
Here is and should not be in the ring.
He a match with Jack Skelly, which was nineteen chances. But when a short
engagement in New York.
his reason:
outmanaged Morris in their fight and to have taken place on July 25, but stop is called on to handle anything
above seven or eight now he has a
"Nobody can stop me quickly. You I understand he never knocked Carl which fell through.
busy afternoon.''
,
The referee counted like this
know Johnson is a careful fellow any out.
Carson
and
Pierson
should furnish WHAT THE FANS
"
His record shows that he selway.
the fans of Glenwood with one of the
SAY ABOUT THINGS,
dom has whipped a man inside ten
From What we saw of Palzer ' w? fastest bouts ever
staged in this state.
Has tennis taken the place of box
rounds. Now I know he can't beat think he has a great chance to reach They are both
willing mixers, who are ing in Santa Fe?
me in that time.
What is more, the top, though Johnson will shade fiame to the core.
The winner
Some ball players ought to wear
though it may sound like braggado him if they clash for ten rounds in bout will not lack Tor dates of this
in the boxing gloves, and some boxers ought
Later on it may future and
cio, I am positive I can nail him in a the east this year.
already an offer has been to wear chest protectors.
But if I can't he will be different.
short fight.
received from Albuquerque, N. M., for
"Coy. Cluke," in the New Orleans
not stop me and I will learn much
FISTIC ARENA.
the winner to box there next month.
Daily
States, says: "Gen. Orozco of
which will be of help in a longer
New York, July IS. Three boxing
the Mexico insurrection league, man
Bombardier Wells is to be
matches of sufficient importance to
quarrel later on."
given
to crawl back on the front page,
Kid Howard and a few more who attract attention in midsummer are another chance to show what he can aged
It is Madero's turn to go
were sStting around
Nate Lewis' scheduled to take place in New York oo t riday night when he tackles Tom Thursday.
to the bat next."
the
Kennedy,
Gotham
place listening to the conversation this week. Bombardier Wells, heavyheavyweight in
Some would have it that the movof the Iowa giant, decided
after a weight champion of England, whoi .len riina Dout. If he can dispose
few moments of pondering that the was defeated by Al Palzer, heads the!0' Kennedy hg will be in line for fu- - ing pictures of the Wolgast- Rivers
on this side, but if he f.ght show that referee Jack Welch
king of the white hopes knew What list. He will meet Tom Kennedy of ture
he was talking about. He has beat- New York at Madison Square Garden loses he might as well pack up and was right in awarding the champion
the decision. Let's see the pictures
sail for home.
en all the good white men except Jim Friday night. The men will
weigh
first.
He has proved that he can about 190 pounds apiece, and in ag- Flynn.
There are some who witnessed the
The Cincinnati
National League
take the other fellows' K. 0. wal- gressiveness and cleverness
be Englishman's bout with Palzer who cHib has secured Pitcher Hirsch from
lops, then get up like an angry bull about equal. Wells is credited with are of the opinion that he can do
much the Meridian club, of the Cotton
and knock them stiff.
That's the having the strongest
better than he did in that fight.
punch.
in States league. Hirsch has a record of
best test in the world, as Tommy
"Buch" Crouse, the Pittsburg mid- Kennedy he is meeting a clever fel- 12 straight games won in the minors.
Walslh says.
So he figures it is
will meet young Kurtz of low who is a fair hitter, but wno
Joe Rivers, the Mexican lightweight
about time to try out his powers dleweight,
New York at Madison Square Garden seems to be unable to win from any who lost a questionable decision
to
with the fading champion in a short
A rough, aggressive fight of the better white hopes.
Ad Wolgast in their battle at Vernon,
while just to see where he is at and tonight.
The bout is creating a great deal Cal., has made $40,000 out of his ring
what his prospects are of landing the is expected.
Jack Britlon, the Chicago light- of interest among the fans of New battles since January, 1911. Rivers
championship in the future if he fails
has fought 12 fights all told, and the
on the first effort.
weight, will meet Tommy Ginty of York, who expect to witness a whirlPalzer came to Chicago yesterday Scranton, Pa., at the St. Nicholas A. wind bout, as it is figured that the $7,500 which he received for fighting
Wolgast sent his winning up to the
Local light- men are equally matched.
The win- above mentioned amount.
morning from Ossin, Winnesheik C. Wednesday night.
ner
of
Iowa.
this bout has been promised
county,
Only five hundred weights have not appeared anxious
Eighty-fou- r
of the best golfers of
people inhabit Ossin, but a regular to fight Britton, but Ginty, who is a date with Palzer, so no doubt both
Connecticut started out to win laurels,
railroad occasionally
halts a train credited with outpointing "Knockout" men will try hard to gain the
gold medals and cups at the Greenthere.
The other day one stopped Brown, is confident of holding his
wich Country club, in the 14th anni
and the passengers learned for the own.
RUBE OR BIG SWEDE.
versary state championship match un
first time that the big, tawny-haire"Billy" Papke, who claims to be
In looking over the records nf tho der the auspices of the Connecticut
behemoth who had been aboard all
or
tne
miuuieweigui cnarapiun pugilist
pitchers in the major leagues it's a Golf association. R. H. Hovey, of the
the way from Chicago was none other world,
is here today on his way from safe bet in picking Rube
Marquard Hartford Golf club, won the gold medthan Al Palzer, the conqueror of
England to his home in Chicago. Pap- - and Big Swede Johnson as the lead-k- al in the qualifying rounds with a
Wells, heavyweight champion
is returning after several months ing twirlers in the National
and Am-o- f score of 150.
of England.
They looked out the
in France. He said on his eriCan leagues,
fighting
Packey McFarland, the "stockyards
Now
windows and saw that all of Ossin
respectively
champion," was overcome by the heat
was there except the aged and infirm. arrival that he had arranged to fight j casting glimmers over the
middleweight champion of tics of each of these slabsters
we while training for his bout with
And some of the latter managed it
in Paris, on October 22. Pap-- find that the Giant twirler as
McCartney, which was to have
somehow. The mayor made a speech, France,
every Young
ke appears to be in excellent con- - one knows, has
at the Olympia. Emil
taken
place
town
band
the
pitched iwenty
played and the pretty dition
and declares he will easily de-- ! thus far. winninir ninetPPii games
.vhtio Theiry, his manager, reluctantly askgirls waved. It was a great day fori
the Senator has appeared in twenty ed for a postponement of the match.
Al.
He left there a farm hand. Now feat the Frenchman.
box scores, pulling down sixteen in He loses a cash forfeit of $250.
NO MORE BIG GUARANTEES.
he can be mayor if he says so. Frank
President Ebbets has added Cliff
the twin column, with the remaining
Gotch has nothing on (him in Iowa.
(By Jockey Miynard.)
Curtis to his string of Brooklyn pitcE-ers- ,
I notice that Wolgast and
four
Palzer is a bashful sort of a chap.
Rivers
resting op the other side of the
the newcomer having been proHe was in Chicago a few days ago are demanding a larger purse than U dger. But, even at that, Johnson in
on the way to Ossin, but did not Tom McCarey cares to give for the re- - his twenty contests has held the op- cured from the Phillies. Curtis is one
seek publicity.
Kid Howard yester-- turn match between the pair sched- - posing club to forty runs, while fifty- - of the most traded pithcers in the
He began his big league
ay showed him how to get his naraeluled for Labor Day.
It ise said that!011 tallies have been counted on the profession.
with
Boston and went to Chicareer
tne
in
papers.
Itlip lichtwpichfa rppoivprt fn tlio nuioh. Rllbe's delivery ill the twontv nironc
season
in the big deal by
last
cago
Palzer is a fighting giant.
After borhood of $20,000 for the fight on The Nationals have backed up John-Julwhich Kling went to Boston.
Later
looking him over we can well believe
in
son
his
4, but for a return bout
twenty frays with but eigh- in the season the Cubs traded him
they
that he weighed 22S stripped when are demanding
'5' three runs, while the Giants wal to the Phillies for
nearly $30,000.
Kitty Bransfield.
he knocked out the pride of England.
loped the old leather for a total of
What would some of the
Playing each round a little better
The only thing we can see wrong
boxers think of a fighter who would 124 counts when Marquard worked on than the preceding one, Tom McNa-marwith his physical makeup is that turn down even
a $5,000 purse. The 'he rubber, which proves that the
won
the Boston "home-bred- "
his legs are too big.
Above the
rube" should thank his the Metropolitan open golf champion-chiknee his limbs shake with fat that is fighters that fought in San Francisco "southpaw
teammates for their heavy work with
over the course of the Apawa- on them.
But some rubber tights and the Golden uate clubs were high-and plenty of road work will take ly pleased when they were offered a tnelr sticks in helping him make his mis club, at Rye. The field which the
Boston boy led with a total of 193
that away and make him more nimble purse of $2,000 and they fought to a IonS string of victories.
A
finish at that.
strokes, was made up of players from
YOUNG MAN.
cn his feet.
Albert Morse, Syracuse University all sections of the country.
He has the jaw of the fighter who
It was a
fighter that
can take the jarring ones on the could command a $2,000 purse and P'tcher, who has a record of allow-som- e ' Jim Flynn, the vanquished Pueblo
to
of the best men in the world inS but 12 hits in ten games and 20 white hope" is back in Pueblo
And
roint of the chin and laugh.
his mother and father. His face
inai cnin sets on a neck tnat is a fought at these clubs.
Ike Weir, strikeouts in one game, has refused visit
shows marked evidence of the fight,
wonder.
Any bull would be proud of Johnny Murphy, Billy Murphy,
and a "umDer pf offers to play profes-it.
His head is massive and covered the clever Australian, Johnny Griffien slnal ball, as he has another year several cuts and bruises remaining,
with shocks of blond hair.
His nose and other high class featherweights in school and does not care to be while his nose is badly puffed and
lacerated.
has been flattened, probably in one fought at the California club in finish ba""ed from college baseball
next
outFred Williams, the
of these vicious fights he had with fights with two
ounce gloves
for year.
fielder of the Notre Dame university
Tom Kennedy early in his career. It purses
from
$1,000 to $2,500.
NAVIN'S NEW FLINGER.
ranging
baseball team, who was its captain
lias been operated on and does not
inese men ere every Dit as gooa uetroit, Mich., July IS. President this spring, has signed a contract to
bother him so much now under the audience
pieasers as the feather-- j Navin of the Detroit baseball club has play with the Cubs. It was once
strain of a punching in that region.
of today and were classy secured by purchase Outfielder Bag- - (thought that Williams
weights
might be chos- His hands are great, apparently,
en to go to Stockholm to participate
lney gave the fans much tang of the Blue Grass league.
though he complained a year ago or ngnters.
satisfaction in their fights than troit scouts, including Bill Donovan, in the Olympic games on account of
so of a bad mauler.
The muscles of
dash, for
his arms, back and shoulders can be Johnny Kilbane, the present cham- ' who have looked this man over pro' his speed in the
Ike Weir of Boston nounce him an athlete of
which he has a record of 10s, but he
observed through a tight fitting coat. pion is doing.
exceptional
and Billy Murphy of Australia were promise.
He will
He is only 21 years of preferred to play baseball.
They are of the smooth, soft sort, tihe wonderful
fighters and they fought age and this is his first season in Dro- - join the Cubs at once. It is said that
kind that a fighter should have, the
Williams had an offer from every' club
ciub fessional baseball.
kind that show he is not muscle bound for the title at the California
in the major leagues.
the kind real punchers always pos- for a purse of $2,500.
The new gardener probably will be
SENATORS AT FIRST.
Now it has got so that a classy ordered to
sess.
Palzer looks good, and so far
join the Tigers in the near
Whether or not it pays to go into
as we can see is the one bunch of fighter wants a guarantee of twice future so that Jennings can
a
get
the market and bid for young players
white trouble looming on the fistic this amount for his end for a
look at him.
If he needs a little of
promise, even if the prices seem
bout in which no decision is to more
horizon for John "Artha" Johnson.
before being ready high is answered in the
case of
The Iowa man is two Bat Nelsons be rendered.
It has become so that for theseasoning
big show he will be sent to ' Chick" Gandil, whose addition to the
even a preliminary fighter will at- the
Tolled into one, all right.
Tigers "nursery" in Providence. Washington Nationals
virtually made
Al is one who believes
with W. tempt to hold up a promoter for a Bashang is said to be
extremely fast the team. It is generally understood
W. Naghton and others that Johnson bonus.
Some of these fellows don't and he is
hitting the ball at better that he cost $15,000, including the ashas seen his best day and is on the know a
hook from an
than a .300 clip in the Blue Grass sessed valuation of four players and a
decline.
still
demand
rapid
a bonus. league.
they
cash balance, tne deal being similar
"Johnson has gone back, that is
It will not be long, however, until
Mr. Navin had an option on Bas- in this sense to the one by which
a cinch," said the lowan.
"I am the promoters
get together and quit hang earlier in the season, but relin- Russell went from Baltimore to t)he
positive I can beat him now, though giving either a guarantee of a bonus quished
it on the advice of one of the Athletics. Russell's purchuse was a
I realize many think I should wait and
fighters will be forced to box for scouts, who saw the young player dead loss, but that was entirely the
a while yet.
Hia poor work with a
percentage as they should.
Wily at a time when he was going very fault of the player, who put himself
Flynn showed he is about done. I should a
promoter take all the chance badly as a result of injuries. Later out of the game. So far Gandil has
know I could have stopped him had
he tired on me toward the finish of of losing and still guarantee some reports of his prowess Teached the been a success. He has proved that
that argument. I hope to fight him fighter who would, no doubt, be work- Detroit president's ears and Donovan he is a star fielder, and, while possiin New York soon, either at the Gar- ing with a pick and shovel for a was sent down south to get another bly he may not hit as well after he
When it finally was decided has been in a time, he shapes up like
den or on Coney Island where Jef- couple of dollars a day if it were not look.
to purchase, the price of the player a man who should at worst bat
fries and Sharkey met. I understand for the boxing promoters?
According to a dispatch from Lon had risen to Just double that original- - around .280. And that kind of bingler
Johnson Is willing and I know I am.''
is not found every day.
asked,
Palzer left In the afternoon for don Jem Driscoll, the English feather-'.lIf Gandil cost $15,000 he was not exNew York, where his lawsuit over weight, will soon sail for New York
STOVALL MAKING GOOD.
as far as can be judged from
pensive
his contract with Tom O'Rourke to try to arrange a match with JohnGeorge Stovall is wearing the same
comes up on July 20. In the mean- ny Kilbane for the title. Driscoll re- smile as he did last season when he lesults to date. None of the players
time he will take Bob Armstrong cently knocked out Posey, the French was piloting the Naps into third who were let out would be useful
right now, as Cunningham was doing
and a couple of expert trainers down featherweight champion In twelve place.
bench duty exclusively
and Griffith
to New Dorp, Staten Island, and box rounds. Posey was touted as a wonder
He hag good reason to smile. He
wag not using either Akera or Becker
for hours until the day he gets Jack by several experts who had seen him has made
of a ball to any extent. The difference in re- something
Johnson into the arena with him. in action.
team out of the St Louis Americans, 'ceipts since Gandil
Joined, between l;

AL PALZER TO WMIT SIX

MONTHS TO WHIP JOHNSON

what the club would have drawn
without him and what it has drawn
j with him, to say noshing
of the mon-- i
ey the club should get from now until
fall, will pay what he cost and leave

ff

a balance.

The club would have won
some games without him, but never
could have compiled its long streak
of consecutive victories.
CAN JENNINGS DO IT.
Hugh Jennings of Detroit is facing
the same proposition that has confronted other managers of championship teams. His team is deteriorating
and he must rebuild it. Of the entire
lot now under Jennings iihere are
perhaps not more than five or six who
can be relied upon to help his team.'
The others must go and young men
be secured to take their places.
It is going to take time to make
these changes and keep the team a
winner, and it incidentally will be
(Continued
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YOUR SALESMAN" may speak to twenty persons a
day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

nine-innin-

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY,

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

ments in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS

MAXIM

universally accepted that

ad-

1

vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and 1
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

j

l

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
therf is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.

d

'

Mom-tardi-

AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

er

e

right goods at the right price.

statis-Carpentie-

THE

MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.

1

j

1

y

old-tim- e

;

i

p

I

1

j

MUCH-WANTE-

j

h

I

NON-PROGRESSI-

LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper

have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it

THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

j
j

1

j

hard-hittin- g

j

e

j

100-yar- d

d

hones

eyery pos
IS

office in New Mexico

pays to advertise in tbe
"HEW MEXICAGT

left-han- d

y
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TRUST CO.
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The mercury touched the

PERSONALS

at. M:35 p. m.
5:10 a. m. it droppi--

mark

7S

degree

Great Bargains!

yesterday and at

to ".(',. Showers and thunder storms occurred at
IN
intervals throughout the day in the
WEATHER FORECAST.
vicinity but there were only sprinkles
V
Denver, Colo., .Inly IS. Xew
of rain over the city.
Mexico, showers tonight or Fri- The Woman's Aid Society of the
Does
day.
First Presbyterian church will meet
of
at the home of Mrs. c. L. Bishop tomorrow afternoon. Ail members are
J. P. Monty of Las Cruces is a visit- urged to be present promptly at
Your Patronage Solicited
or i'ere today.
:it
L1NDHARDT,
for business meeting. At
Tonight at the Ellis' Kalem. Two Mrs. Burg of Denver will give a free!
125 Palace Ave.
reels.
lecture, on Womanhood.
A. G. Lehman of Salt Lake City is a
is in the city from
Martin
T.
P.
Dr.
B. LAUGHLIN, President
H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
business visitor here.
The doctor started via the m.
Taos.
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
The Colonel's escape a great Ka- Denver and Rio Grande and finished
Columbus at Kansas ,t'ity,
lem picture at the Klks'.
the last leg of the jo irney by driv- - 3: :!0 p. m.
V. L. Myers of Iowa City is
in
mg about one Hundred miles overIndianapolis at Minneapolis,
Santa Fe on a trip through the south- land.
The railroad lost live bridges games, clear, 2 and U
p. m.
west.
in a recent cloudburst.
Louisville at St. Paul, clear,
at
The
Kalem
another
the
Outlaw,
the m.
This afternoon and evening
Established I856
Incorporated 1903 l"
a Elks' tonig'ht.
good ladies of the Methodist church
Louis Rosenlwch of Albuquerque is will serve ice cream, sherbet am"
a visitor here today.
hnmp tmtitp cakes, onlv siirli ;is tltpv
HOW DO
Just received a fresh lot of salt are fa mens for, on Mrs. Winsor's
bricks for your horse and cow at lawn. Delicions home made candies
'
GOEBELS.
are on sale.
Everybody is invited.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Fred L. Tracy of Row?, X. M., is a
.1.
W.
of
services
Mrs.
The funeral
R. H
business visitor here today.
Simmons will be he'd at 2:::o tomor-- ! At St. Louis
4
St. Louis,
10 V.
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 235 rcw afternoon at 1"2 Garcia avenue,
7
2
'J
STRIKE YOU?
Brooklyn
East Palace avenue.
To
OUR
PATRONS
NOTICE TO
and
Harmon
Batteries:
A. H. Jones and R. E. VanSaal of
Wingo;
everyone sending us a trial bundle of liarger, Stack and Miller.
Denver are among the Santa Fe
family washing or rough dry, we will
visitors here today.
give a valuable and useful toothRexall Special traveler's package; brush holder, as a premium until all WESTERN GOLF LEAGUE
PLAYS FOR CHAMP.
stationery and fountain pen, one lol- are given out. You will find on the
lar. This week only at Fischer Drug; back of these sanitary tooth-brusGames on Denver
Course
Started
Co.
holders a number of which we retain
Late Today
Because of Heavy
John E. Fullerton, well known in- - the duplicate at our office. 'When all
Rains Chick Evans of Chicago to
surance man of Albuquerque, is in are given out we will give as an addiI
Play With Sawyer, a Westerner.
the city.
tional premium a cash prize to the
in
Colo., July IS. Play
The handiest package of stationery person holding the lucky number to theDenver,
third
round
for the championship)
and
you ever saw, traveler's package
be drawn at a grand benefit ball, which of tJie
Western Golf association startfountain pen, only one dollar at Fisch- will be given as soon as all the num-- i ed
late this morning on account of
er Drug Co. This week only.
hers are given out. The proceeds of
Dora Rosenberg and C. H. Mugen-tbaie- r this ball are for the creation of a cold, cloudy weather and a wet course.
By noon only three of the four pairs
and a party of friends were benefit fund for the employes of our had
completed the first round of nine
Tn
the city laundry from which they draw their
among the tourist visitors
holes, the matches being for :'.t; holes.
weekly wages and doctor's bills in Interest
today.
today centered in the match;
Show
Ice cream pure and delicious. Served case of sickness or accident.
between Charles (Chick) Evans of
of
new
Ties,
and
us
it.
in
your appreciation
at our fountain
any way you want
t
nicago, a former national champion,
for
75c
in this plan, whicli we think is worthy
Or delivered to your home. Zook's.
and D. E. Sawyer, also of Chicago, a
us
A meeting of the Santa Fe Retail of your consideration by sending
former western champion. Evans
Merchants' Association is called to a trial bundle. T'nder no considera- was one
Patterns in all Col- up to ninth hole, but he missat the chamber of commerce at tion can any employe or stockholder ed an
meet
Way-Dow- n
easy put, giving the hole to
Prices.
of the laundry win 1his premium.
8 p. m. tomorrow.
In this round Evans
and
Sawyer.
Midsummer and early fall felt hats THE SANTA FE ELECTRIC LAI'X- - Sawyer each won two holes.
nr
tii?v
at Miss Mugler's. Southeast corner
In the match between Pressor Hale,
of Plaza.
The store of Kaune and company is ?1;o,.ie club( Cni(..,K0 an( Warren K.
Colof
Patterson
Telluride,
George
always tnieu witn nne, iresn mmsjwnmt. HmnommH phi.
and vegetables.
orado, is among the visitors today.
Everything tihe one up at the start for the eighth hole,
It is a fact, and a matter of pride market affords is always to be found but Wood won the eighth and ninth,
with us that we sell strictly high there at reasonable prices.
putting him in tihe lead, one up at
P. 0. Box, 219.
yt
fnone ao.
The Santa Fe Hardware and Sup- the turn for the second nine hole
grade candy. We received a fresh asit
their round.
sortment today. Zook's.
ply company always make
A. B. Lancaster of Stanley, X. M., is special business to have the best of
L. D. Bromfield of
got a
He reports fine tools to be had on hand all the time hurl elarf in hie mntr-- ueuver,
in the city today.
Tvith 14
n
rains and finer crops in his country. especially catering to the contractors;,
of Minneaimli8, twi,e Trans-Mis'-- i
builders.
ever
and
Mr. Business Man. Did you
sissippi champion, and the first round
notice that the man that lias the best
of nine holes ended with Legg being
trade is the man that has the best
five up. They halved the last two
SPORTING NEWS
People's
holes. In this round, Legg made the
lighted floor of business.
Electric Supply co.
record so far in the tournament by
From
'Continued
Page Four.)
Did you get one of those Rexall spemaking the enlarged course In "6
cials. This week only one dollar
stroke.', par being
l.egg's putting
BONDS-R- EAL
package stationery and fountain pen, Jennings' first opportunity to show was a feature of the forenoon's play.
of
is
he
uf)
whether
capable
building
Fischer Drug Co.
In the match between J. Neville of
The woman's
auxiliary and the; a team. It was a ready made cham- San Francisco, present Pacific coast
guild of the Church of the Holy Faith pionship outfit which was turned over champion, against L. Hopkins of Sko-ki- ,
will 'meet at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow; to Jennings when lie took the team in
Chicago, Xeville was in splendid
.
007. He has made but, few changes
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
form and was in the lead all the way
since then, and some of these were
up to the ninth hole in the first
Sale Agents in New Mexico for; by means of trading for seasoned ma- round. It was predicted by experts
every"The Famous Cake Box Mixture." We terial. Now he must develop young-- ' that watched Neville's play that he
have it in four sizes. Zook's Pharmacy. sters in order to get back in the lime- would probably be one of the contest- of First-Cla- ss
in
new
be
a
and
it
will
experience!
C.
light,
E.
Colonel
Abbott, Captains King
ants in the
tomorrow.
and Pacheco and Lieutenant James for him.
At the end of eighteen hoies, the
WOKE. FAMOUS.
Baca arrived from the officers camp
first half of play in the third cham
Jack Graney of the Cleveland Xaps pionship round,
near Las' Cruces last night to attend
W.
K. Wood
had
found
and
other
awoke
the
Ja
morning
the funeral of Second Lieutenant
Frazer Hale five down, H. G. Legg
American
league had Lawrence D. Bromfield
cob Safford who died Monday. They himself famous.
nine;
fans are all talking about a wonder-iu- l
Phone, Red 189.
will leave tonight for the camp.
down, "Chick" Evans had D. E. Saw
with
a
in
made
he
catch
that
game
in
laws
auto
license
State
pamphlet
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
yer one down and J. Neville had L. J.
form, are now in the hands of the Detroit.
Hopkins four down.
Sam Crawford of Detroit made a
secretary of state and can be had at
the secretary's office in the capitol long drive. Graney went after it. He
HUNGARY DEFEATS BELGIUM.
bad to travel between lftO and 125
building on request.
Stockholm. July IS. The Olympic
seem
County Superintendent J. V. Con- ieet. and even then it didn't
which opened here yesterday
regatta
drive
way left this morning for school dis- that 'he had a chance to bag the
with many international entries was
in
But
his
head.
over
it
was
as
going
trict Xo. 24. at Kennedy, X. M., where
In
continued today.
the second
be will confer with the school direc- a last desperate effort he leaped high round of the single sculls, Mesatos
hand
his
stuck
left
up
tors with reference to the new school in the air and
of Hungary defeated Verniant of Belhis meat hand, by the way and
house in course of erection.
gium.
grabbed the flying sphere.
Mossaros' time was S minutes 2?
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
License Numbers,
130
Red.
or
his
could
Crawford
Day
Night Phone,
'
hardly believe
E. B. Butler of Toronto,
seconds.
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav
eyes. "Give bim an error on that one rowed over the course alone. Kusick,
Next Door to Postoffice.
ing all modern conveniences, includ- and
give me a hit along with it," he Russia, beat Heinrich, Austria, time
heat and
ing electric light, steam
yelled up at the press box as he re- 7
baths, in the First National Bank turned
minutes, 56 seconds.
to the bench.
In the second round for
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
one
beat Finland
fours, Denmark
length in 7 minutes 9 seconds. England, Thames Rowing Club, beat the
Norway students by a length and a
KAUNE
H.
NATIONAL.
7 minutes It
seconds.
U Pittsburg Pittsburg-NeYork, half; time
SEND THEM TO
for outrigged
the
round
In
fours,
na ga no; rain.
Christinna beat Belgium by three
lengths in 7 minutes, 5 seconds. Ger
AMERICAN.
for
many, Ludwishafen rowed over the
At
Philadelphia Philadelphia-Dtroit, two games, postponed. Two course alone.
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
games tomorrow.
FRESH ARRIVALS
ST. LOUIS METAL.
Washington, D. C, July IS. Wash- St. Louis, Mo., July IS. Lead,
DAILY.
ington-St- .
Louis game
postponed,
quiet 4.60; spelter quiet 7.057.10.
rain.
no
At Boston
game; rain.
At New York New
no game, rain.

CAPITAL $50,000 00

Week of Special Values

MILLINERY

a General Banking Business

the balance

ON ALL OUR STOCK OF SUMMER GOODS

this month

Including Plain and Fancy Lawns, Batistes,
Alercerized Foulards, Parasols, etc.

MRS. W.

two-thirt- y
:S :

COMPARE PRICES AND YOU WILL BUY HERE
SRE

j

I

50c up
Dresses, 50c up
D. Underwear

Children's Wash Suits,
Gulden's Summer

Men's B. V.

40c

at

j; iwiiiiiuBiLiiiwj :

j

i

STYLISH, SERVICEABLE.

BEAUTIFUL,

LIES'

f

ZJjSJ!

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

ADOLF

h

SEUGMAN

GOODS

DRY

GO.

Per Garment.

Porus Knit at 75c a Suit

Men's Knit Silk
Fine
line
Values,
Regular

!ZT.

LADIES' PARASOLS

WM

DISPLAY.

iPURDninRDIRC:

?LUBS

Greatly Reduced Prices

WINDOW

OUR

JULIUS H. GERDES

STANDING OF THE

THESE

f

FIVE

PAGE

Scrim and Lace Curtains

OUC

Antiseptic Slop Jars, $4.50

1

ni

BROS. COMPANY,

THE

.

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

R

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

;

FIRE

INSURANCE

l

SURETY

We are offering
for sale one of the

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have
the line
Investments.
thing

Dor-man-

in the City, the

frontage on

Pal-

ace Avenue.

purchasing a residence it

will pay you to enquire as to above of

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER

,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Room

1

semi-final-

HOMES

most complete
If you contemplate

ESTATE

FIRE

INSURANCE

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

s

j

O. C. WATSON & CO.

l

SWEET PEAS
JAMES

C. McCONVERY,!
NI5 Palace

::::

Phone. W 204.

Avenue

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

66-6-

8 00.

S.

BY FIRST MAIL.

Fruits;
A. K. SINGER, CHIROPODIST.

Oranges
and the Big

Here from ALBUQUREQUE for a few days.
Former Assistant and Successor to DR. H. L. POST.
CORNS, BUNIONS

and INGROWING

MONTEZUMA

SANTA FE, N. M.

HOTEL,

Bananas.

Appoint-

&

I
jfi"

FIRST-CLAS-

For Hire

S

Our line of Freih Vegetables
is (he Most Complete
in the City.

HACK SERVICE

at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

:::

THEODORE

Phone Black 9.

Horses- jl
.Prop'r $

H.

5.

KAUNE

ft CO.

COR RICK

Where. Prices are Lowest
.

W.i

TODAY'S REPORT
NATIONAL.
At Cincinnati (1st game)
Cincinnati
Eost.cn
Batteries: Suggs and
Perdue and Kling.
At Chicago
(1st game)
Chicago

R. H. E
2

8

5

SI"

1

McLean;
P.. H. E.
8 21 2
9 10 1

cloudy, 1:30 p. m. and 3:30 p. m.
Brooklyn at St. Louis, clear, 3:15

Fresh Baked Goods Daily.

I

d

Philadelphia
Batteries: Richie, Smith, Maroney,
Lavender, and Archer; Cotter, Need- ham; Brennan Seaton and Killifer.
Philadelphia at Chicago, two games,

Luscious

TOE NAILS

Treated Without Pain or Danger of Infection.
ments Made to Call at the House.

HAiSD DECORATED

for Safe Quality

CHINA,

WATCHES,

CLOCKS.

Reliabte Jeweler

ffi"

H. Q. YONTZ,

e

Boston-Chicag-

Cantaloupes,
Watermelons,
Cherries and
All Seasonable

in

STERLING SILVER.
and Staple Patterns of High fiiade Table Silverware.

Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.

0

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

WORK RETURNED

Special

TODAY'S GAME

When Your Glasses Break
TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns

p

m.

Boston at Cincinnati, two games,
c!oudy, 2 and 4 p. m.
New York at Pittsburg, cloudy, 3.30
p m.
AMERICAN.
Cleveland at New York, rain, 4 p.
m.

INSURANCE
Fire,

j

AT TESUQLE, FORMER

and
FOR SALE STROBER
RANCHES

WELT-ME- R

BINED.

COM
acres-we- ll

Sixty

under ditch. 600 fruit
owner must sell
Present
trees, small fruits.
owing to poor health. Inquire of
fenced.

One-ha- lf

LEONARD,

Tpl
IW,

City Property and Loans.

iio-4-

j

Life, Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

REAL ESTATE

READ'S:

City Froperty, Farms,

LLUSTKATED HISTORY

Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc

NEW

BO

The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the details of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large
readable type

Surety Bonds
Of

OF

ff
JJIUUU
CIA

SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS, INSTITUTIONS,

All Kinds.

Chicago at Boston, cloudy, 3:15 p.
m.
Detroit at Philadelphia, two games,
Telephone 194 WM Room
postponed, rain.
St. Louis at Washington, clear 3:30
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
P. m.
ASSOCIATION.
Toledo at Milwaukee, cloudy, 3 p. J SANTA FE,- - - -- NEW MEXICO.

U

THE HISTORY

OF EDUCATION

ETC.

IN NEW MEXICO

the Settlement
Important Part that Education Meant to
pham- and growth o( Our State. By Mr. Read, in a
fVnt;c
let, something that should be in every home tn the State. Price, Of

A Concise HI tory of the

paper-boun-

'lc

at the New Mexican office, or address the
author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.

Leave your orders
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SANTcH FE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW,
tfaxes Specialty of Mining, Political and industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEX1CANO.
Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
larger Circulation Than Any Other
a Year.
President
ERONSON CUTTING
Editor
WIGHT GIDDiNGS
Associate Editor
WILLIAM F. BR03AN
General Manager
CHARLES M. STAUFFER

THE NEW

MEXICAN

Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe
SUBSCRIPTION

5U

(UNION

FIRST

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Valley Kaneh, X. II., July 17.
Judge L. S. Kinder and his family,
accompanied by .Mr. and Mrs. Ware
and family, with Air. 1'nger, who
motored up from Plainview,
Texas,

r iLAHCt?

HOW LONG. O. KING.

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.

RATES.

$j.w1 Daily, per

Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter

The Switzerland of America.

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

PostofTice.

$1.25
quarter, by mail
$2.o0Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50
1.00
2.00Veekly, six mouths

Daily, per year, by mail
Daily, six months, by mail
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REMARKS

lust week, left this morning on their
return trip, after spending a most en- joyable trip at Valley Ranch and it
was only due to the fact that Jjdge
Kinder had to get back for the open- ing of court that they were leaving
at this time, and all hve engaged

""

accommodations for next summer to
spend a month here on the upper
Pecos.
The fishing has been most excel- lent. Xo year have there been so
many large fish caught as they are
catching this year.

money-transmitti-

titled to recognition

and protection.
Policemen should be given certain
beats to cover every night, and comSEES IT
pelled to cover them.
Therj is not
fa nitv in thp T'nitrl Ktiil...s
Ji'.i
ne
the police force centers about
CUT THE WEEDS.
Another thing. It's those weeds. spot, but cover the city for protecCan we not have them cut down and tion.
Offenses against the law are
toted to the garbage pile. Especial not generally committed in the center
reference is hereby made to the va-- j of the town, and all the value of a
cant lot in front of the Palace hotel,, police force is to be on or near the
though there are other points in he' spot, or within easy reach of it, whn
Whether! tt wrong is done
city that are noticeable.
this improvement is for the city gov
Cannot our authorities make the
eminent, or the school board to look
money
spent for police protection of
at-after it should be given immediate
j
more value to the people by a distri- Do not let us give the imtention.
biition of our policemen along certain
pression to guests who come here beats? Check the vandalism.
that we are taking a summer siesta1
in city affairs, or that we are in the
slow, also ran class among the cities

AS

THE BYSTANDER

ng

R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
Well, Taft has sent to the senate the name of Secundino Romero, to
i
States Marshal for New Mexico. Of course, it had been
be Vnited
L. A. HUGHES,
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
long decreed and the presence of Xational Committeeman Luna in Washs
Cleo-fewe
Can't
find another job for
Some day, when
ington, was not a health visit, not this time of year.
also?
the reign of the bosses has passed, the name of Romero may appear less
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Some day it may
frequently on the roster of Xew Mexice office holders.
Romeros to right of them, Romeros
be that office is not an inheritance in a single family to be handed down
to left of them
while the jobs last.
from one generation to another, or positions given to several members of
to
Some
time.
same
day appointments
positions
the same family at the
Have you any influence with voters'
will be given out in a more decent and fair manner than that now in If
you have, Taft might give you one
in
room
a
a
bosses
hotel,
self
few
a
conceited,
when
get
overbearing
vogue
of those jobs. See Sol.
and
henchmen.
fitness
Some
ability
their
select
day
lock the door and
will be considered and less thought will be g iven to official positions as
A Hearst editor says narrow did
a personal political asset to a few men who seem to think they are private not bribe that McXaniara juror. That
owners.
sounds O. K. except the Hearst part
Among other things which show the drift of affairs in political mat- of it.
ters, no one thing has so nauseated ard offended the people of the' counThe price of milk is going up in
try as this absolute dictatorship and arrogant assumption of possession. It
S. A. AKINS,
Proprietor.
became disgusting and unbearable to see, again and again, the same lit Xew York. And yet some people
When you invite company to your
tle coterie of men assemble when any appointments were up for consider- think there is no place like that one house, you at least dust the chairs off
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
AMERICAN
ation, or some measure had to be passed or defeated in the legislature, horse town.
and shake the rugs or sweep thej
i
and gum shoe about with an innocent expression of countenance and abfloor, don't you? You want to give. Benjamin Kead is
exhibitillg for thc
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
to
solute silence as to speech. They come not here to talk. They came
The red blooded fellow reads the ...v....
benefit of his friends in the city, sev- do somebody.
baseball scores while the cold blood- them want to come again. Well, here era I
photographs which he has just
the necessity of a ed fellow reads the stock markets. we are sending out urgent invitations
The Romero appointment has only emphasized
received from Spain and which unand
an
of
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
lor people to come and stay with us,
Which do you read?
appointment,
change of methods and a regard for the fitness
arrived too late for use
to enjoy the delights of this charming fortunately
the great mass of people are wondering how long. O, how long, must this
in this history of the state. One is a
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
How long must the Roold antiquated and unjust system be endured?
Charley Fairfield is with the First city. Then we hand hem a dose of
of Queen Isabel, whose patriotmero family be taken care of? flow long must it be before a political National bank but depositors should uust Iever or weeu aS"e or some otiier picture
ism and belief in the theories of
1
roster can 1m? scanned and not pictured with relatives of Secundino Romero, not become alarmed as we have known disagreeable thing and spoil the nat- - Christopher Columbus made the diso," Secundo Romero himself?
!l'ral oeauty or line town Dy comptn- covery of America possible. The
Charlev a lone time
ing them to look out upon unsightly other is the
May the day be speedy.
photograph of King Ferfeatures. That is neither hospitality
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Wilson may resign as governor of;
dinand, who reigned in Spain at that
deeven
it
business.
nor
is
not
Why,
Xew
time.
to
run
The
reason
for
arrived
the
president. That cent. There is
Jersey
IT IS THE TRUTH.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
nothing in the world too late for use in thepictures
sounds to us a great deal like the f el-- i
book was be
so attracts people from the outThe comment of Governor Stubbs of Kansas on the Republican plat- low
that
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
cause of the delays encountered in sewho quit his job to look for work.
side as an appearance of neatness
form is terse; is to the point; is true. He says:
them.
The
curing
photographing
steam heat, electric lights.
and cleanliness.
We always enjoy
"I do not believe that either the piomises or pledges of the men and
"Roosevelt Stands Firm," says a looking upon a well kept yard. We company to which Mr. Read applied,
'interests' who controlled the Chicago convention by the most shameless
found
it necessary before the pictures
headline.
Its the first respect the man who keeps it, and
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
fraud are worth the paper they were written upon. I have no use for newspaper
could be made, to secure direct perfraud or the products of fraud and shall not indorse either the platform or time we ever saw the colonel stand we turn instinctively from one that is
mission of King Alfonso of Spain to
candidates of the illegal Chicago convention. If they made a good platform, for anything that didn't suit him.
unkempt and dirty. Wake up! Make whom the copies had to be submitted
this beautiful old town what it ought before
it was made solely for the purpose of deceiving good people in the Repubthey could be sent out of the
lican party whose confidence they outraged.''
I'p in the far north, they have news- to be and can be. Let our visitors go
Besides
country.
being excellent
hit
on
once
and
has
a
head
are
the
the
nail
that
of
hit
papers
year. away from here at the end
The sturdy Kansas governor
their
plum
printed
work, the pictures are
it hard. On tihe square, what faith can he placed in an enunciation of We presume it takes them the bal stay, wanting to tell tiheir friends photographic
ones of few in existence and the only
principles made by Penrose and Guggenheim and Gallinger and Wetmore ance of the time to put the Eskimo that "Old Santa Fe is the prettiest, l egret Mr. Read has, is that he could
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
and most attractive city in the west."
and Crane and Perkins and men of their practices and beliefs, who have type back in the case.
not have included them in his history.
Clean up those weeds.
for years had no other thought and desire than to keep intact the party
Many imitation pictures of the queen
A Chicago man turned on the gas
organization and shake the plum tree when their own henchmen were
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
have been made and many "fake" pic- A COOLER STOCKING.
under it, but above all, to be the subservient agents or servants of the and then wrote how it felt to die until
in
tures
costumes
have
been
grotesque
The peek a boo stocking is the lat
great interests that seek to control the nation. The platform pledges are lie checked in. We don't see where a
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
in other works but these
wasted words: a jumble of phrases that sound pleasantly, are grammatic man gains anything personally, by est in feminine wear. In fact they are published
are the real thing and bear
pictures
of
action
the
mean
That
and
so
a
boo
that they are almost the
absolutely nothing.
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
that kind of literature.
peek
ally constructed,
royal stamp attesting their genCentral Location.
nude.
party leaders and their willing followers men who could only
uineness.
Mr. Read will keep them
The new stockings are so transpar- as
follow, when directed what to do is the test of both method and intenIf Orozco really has $500,000 cached
souvenirs
handand
them
will
have
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
tion. They intend to rule, and to do it they intend to steal, if necessary, on this side of the line, we respect- ent that they look as if none whatever
Large Sample Rooms.
framed.
and to use federal job holders as aids job holders from states that can-ro- t fully call his attention to Santa Fe's were being worn, and in this way the somely
deliver a single electoral, but who can 'help to push the steam magnificent
the excellent old French classical fashion of drapclimate,
DENEEN WILL DECIDE.
roller when ordered, just like any roustabouts when carrying out a master's school facilities and his profects for ing the skirt in order to show the
Springfield, 111., July IS. Governor
to
is
the
command.
up
leg
garter
perpetuated!
getting on the police force after he
Dcneen today called
on Attorney
of the members of the national committee at Chicago stole has
The stockings are made of tissue, and
acquired a residence here.
Stead and asked for an opinthe favorite colors are flesh color and l.eneral
because they were ordered to steal. They knew no other allegiance. It
ion as to his power to appoint a sucwas at such gatherings the lessons were taught. The
COUNTY PROGRESSIVE CONVEN- gold. The mesh is very wide and cessor to Senator Lorimer,
ousted
tihe
work
to
to
return from these meetings
officers have been accustomed
very fine, and if nothing else the from fhe senate
TION.
Imme
Saturday.
are
cool.
same system in their smaller sphere, and thus gradually, we have been
stockings
exceedingly
to
a call by order of the
Pursuant
Regular Meals 25c
diately after his conference with the Short Orders run Day i& .Night.
criven into that position from which an escape is sought.
The exclusives are wearing the finest Attorney General the Governor said
committee of the Progressive RepubFurnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
lican League of this state on the 12th of fine silk hose, with lace insets and that he expected to dispose of the
the
from
a
the
of
for
spiral
1012,
design
running
day
July,
matter within the next few days. H
The party machines do not attempt to deny the tremendous sweep of
Progressive
G. LIFE HERRERA, Prop.
::
::
said he had no desire to prolong the 222 San Francisco Street
the progressive convictions of the people. They do not hide from them convention to be held in tihe city of knees to the toes.
when
scienall
and
Xow,
the
doctors
consideration of his action.
selves, at least, their knowledge of the strength tha Theodore Roosevelt Albuquerque on the 20th day of July,
1012, to elect four delegates and four tists are giving recipes for keeping
The executive asked Stead to say
has with the plain people. They know his wonderful leadership.
But they believe the people are incapable of acting together in politics alternates to the Xational Progressive cool, some one has started to parti- whether or not precedents in the I'ni-esolve the problem, by bringing
States Senate in similar cases in
without the machine organizations. This real or assumed belief of theirs is convention to be held in the city of ally
out a new fangled and apparently ar dicate that there is executive appoint
what gives them more hope that once they have put over their own mani- Chicago on the 5th dayof of August,
limb
cooler.
The
tistic
1012. for the purpose
only objection ive power.
nominating
The Governor is certain,
pulated conventions the people may rage but the people will be helpless.
candidates for the offices of president able feature of the cool summer gar however, that the action of the senThe ca'ls for the local, state and national conventions of the Progresof the Vnited ments is that they they are all thought ate was not equivalent to
and
declaring
sive movement are the people's answer to the cynical assumptions of the
States, notice is hereby given that a out with reference to the ladies. Poor, that there was no election of a senaThe
bosses.
will
work.
political
not sleep while the politicians
people
still parade tor in lnfl. In this case he wants o
mass convention of the Progressive overheated man must
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
and against the maThey are organizing without the aid of machines
of the county of Santa Fe about in long, woolen or flannel trous know if this does not make a vacancy
Republicans
chines. With inspiring enthusiasm they are putting their progressive senwill be held at the court house in the ers and non peekable shirts. Some- until the next assembly convenes.
timent into direct, purposeful action.
-city of Santa Fe, on the 25th day of times it seems as if it would be nice
Former Senator Hopkins, the nomJuly. 1912, at the hour of 2 p. m. to to return to the old colonial style of inees at the primary before the 1909
Out from the tomb came a doleful sound the other day. It was from choose eight delegates, to represent knee breeches, with buckles on 'em legislature, has made no direct plea
nd pretty shoes and ruffled shirt bos tc Deneen
Julius Caesar Rnrrows of Michigan. You remember Julius, don't you? He said county in said state convention.
MOULTON-ESP- E
COMPAN V
that he be named, but is
oms.
e could all have peek a boo
All
of
was for long years a standpatter of Standpatters along with
persons
party
past
regardless
Ahlrich,
using all his influence to that end. It
Hale, Bulkeley, McKean and others who later followed Burrows to the affiliations who believe in the princi- stockings then, too, and enjoy a little is not considered probable that he will
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS.
tomb.
ples embodied in the call for a state of the coolness that now seems to be solected.
Of the result of the Lorimer case Julius wails: "I believe that major- Progressive convention above referred be entirely the property of the ladies.
ity report' of the first investigating committee was the correct and just to, are cordially invited to attend said roThis dress business is a funny
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
1 believed
position, any way. It's all custom.
there was nothing to show that Senator Lorimer was county mass convention and take a
report.
It looks pretty to see a woman go
part therein.
illegally elected. I still hold this belief firmly."
bareheaded on the street, but if a
PALACE.
GEO. W. PRICHARD,
That is just what would he expected from the antiquated relic of the
O. ,T. Lehman, Salt Lake.
man did it, he'd be taken to the calaAXTOXIO VALDEZ,
old system, who went down to an inglorious defeat before the people of
A. L. White and wife, Denver.
his state, on his last appearance before them asking for tiheir suffrage. Committee of the Progressive Repub- boose or examined as to this sanity.
F. J. Holmes, Los Angeles.
lican League for Santa Fe County. Custom has decreed that he must wear
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
His political demise was but a forerunner of that of others of his kind.
a hat. But if we cannot have anv of
Powell Stackhouse, Jr., San
MANUFACTURER OF
The new day has dawned.
these cooling apparatuses invented
X. M.
WHICH SONG?
PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
MEXICAN
RUGS,
BLANKETS,
W. R. Brown, El Paso.
IS. Although for us, we do not begrudge them to
Washington,
July
Xow, that the little political bosses of that trunk line, the St. Louis,
Wool Used.
Germantown
and
Native
ladies.
Both
the
J. A. Happer, El Paso.
Senator
waged for several months.
Rocky Mountain and Pacific, have pulled their ad out of the Xew Mexican, Rayner of Maryland and Senator Hey-burW. L. Myers, Iowa City.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
Send for Price List.
because all of a uililen, Santa Fe got so far from their road, maybe they'll
A. H. Jones, Denver.
of Idaho are still unable to setCHECK THE VANDALISM.
119 Don Gaspar Avenue.
shoot their next bomb at us and refuse to read the paper. Confidentially, tle their dispute over the national
R. E. VanSaal, Denver.
For
few
a
some
vandals
past
nights
though, we are of the opinion that we would even survive that.
anthem.
Dora Rosenberg, Fostaria, O.
have been putting in their time de"The Star Spangled Banner" is the
C. H. Mugenthaler. Fostaria, 0.
The latest vicproperty.
stroying
to Ray- tim is L.
Those tears shed by Joe Bailey, Bill Lorimer and Ben Tillman in nation's anthem, according
CORONADO.
B. VickRoy, whose home is
This is disputed by Heybnrn, on Don
AN UNUSUAL LIFE INSURANCE CONTRACT
Fred L. Tracy, Rome.
the senate the other day did not seem to melt anybody. Maybe they were ner.
He had set
Gaspar avenue.
not
name
he
but
does
any particular out some trees in
G. Garcia, Glorieta.
crocodile tears. It must have been a sight to see a bunch of machine poa
with
his
yard,
POLICY
THE RELIANCE FAMOUS "SELF SUSTAINING"
EUROPEAN.
liticians like that weeping tor tueir country. Cut perhaps that was not song as his choice, merely picking thought to add some attractiveness to
"field."
the
favors
"My
Heyburn
S.
S.
Carroll, Denver.
what they were crying for.
It is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year
The Most Liberal Proposition Written.
his own
and to the street. The
Country, 'Tis of Thee," as the nation- trees hadplace
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
B. F. Summers, Estancia.
attained a good start, and
Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone Is Worth the Price.
It
al song.
A. B. Lanaster, Stanley.
Let us explain it to s ou.
they would
Uncle Shelby Cul'om, l.orimer's colleague, voted for expulsion.
Too
The dispute, whioh has been fought being Carolina , poplars,
CIT
George Patterson, Tellurlde.
GENERAL AGENTS
soon
lend
not
but
& HALL ROOM 31, CAPITAL
1
HALL
shade.
only
beauty
M 1111
sena-1oract
too
out
This
is
two
Uncle.
late,
tardy. Your devoted adherence to the machine
privately between the
MONTEZUMA.
Last night some miscreant, appar
all these years can not be atoned for at this day. Your record is made
in the senate cloak rooms off
J. E. Fullerton, Albuquerque.
and on since last winter, was provok- ently out of a spirit of pure cussed-ness- ,
and the people know you.
J. P. Monty, Las Cruces.
ed by Rayner's championing of a bill
entered the yard and cut down
"I
Miss Stewart, City.
to perpetuate and preserve old Fort one of these trees and carried
it
J. A. French and family, City.
Dr. Wiley says: "Don't rim for the street cars." All right, doctor, we
which
repulsed the British away. The same thing has occurrei
Henry,
won't. We never did in Santa Fe, anyway.
If they don't get the speed feet in 1 SI 2.
George Atkinson, Chicago.
j
Senator Rayner's reso- before on the same street a few even
Louis Rosenbach, Albuquerque.
limit down here though, we'll have to run for the buzz wagons.
lution recited that there the national ings prior to last evening.
this
Now,
S.
A.
El
Paso.
Lewis,
anthem "The Star Spangled Banner" kind of thing should be stopped et
Mrs. W. A. Moore, Albuquerque.
was born.
THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
Woodrow Wilson says he felt very solemn when he received the nomionce and stopped hard.
As far as
T. P. Martin, Taos.
Heyburn did not concede or admit numbers
nation for president.
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK
Nothing strange about that. It is a solemn thing
we
have a sufficient pogo,
that the "Star Spangled Banner" was lice
to receive a democratic nomination.
In the opinion of Ine
Cor.
but
force,
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
M
A.
near
Nason, farming
Canaan,
evoked at Fort Henry, but denied
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS
tthe Bystander and a number of citizens, Me., was badly crippled1 with sciatic
as
was
chosen
that
it
Seligman
officially
Boss Murphy announces that he is going to retire. Where to. Boss?
their work is not properly distributed. rheumatism due he says to uric acid
national anthem.
and
To the star chamber for further consultation?
Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
The usual system is to give police- in his blood. "Foley Kidney Pills enWater
numen
cured
ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
rne
to
cover.
not
and
also
THE
removed
certain
beats
Why
tirely
Are You a Seller? An advertise
Sis.
How those people in the sweltering east would revel in this beautiful ment in the classified columns of the carry out that system here? Surely, merous black specks that were conPhone your call.
Givinf the best service at all l'm:s.
summer climate of Santa Fe.
Xew Mexican will put your real es- it does not take the entire force to tinually before my eyes." Foley KidSUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ON HAND.
tate on the oiarket effectively. It will watch the city park and those Btreets ney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
Wealth in the United States is now estimated at $150,000,000,000. put the facts of your property before immediately
McCORlYUC K AUTO CO.
The are effective for the various forms of
surrounding It.
Hully Gee!
residence portion of the city is en- - rheumatism. Sold by all druggists.
the eyes of all possible buyers.
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REAL THINGS
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I

Meals, 50 Cents.

l

The Montezuma Hotel,

j

Coronado Restaurant

Two-third- s

: How

About That Fire Insurance?

:

Think About It!

Then Actl

THE

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

n

s

j.

j AUTO OARAGE
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

NOTICE.
IX THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
The United States of America,
Plaintiff,
vs. No. 15.
Ortega Fiores, et al,
Defendants.
It appearing from the complaint in
the above entitled cause that the same
is commenced for the purpose of removing a cloud upon the title to real
estate of plaintiff and of quieting the
title of plaintiff to certain lands within the district of New Mexico, and
that the defendant, Ortega Fiores, is
not an inhabitant of and cannot be
found within the district of Xew Mexico as shown by the return of the
Marshall for the district of Xew Mexico, made on the 25th day of May,
1912, and that said defendant has not
voluntarily appeared in this cause: now
on motion of plaintiff it is ordered by
the Court that the said defendants and
each of them, do plead, answer or demur in this cause by the second day
oi September, A D. 1!)12.
It is further ordered, that as personal service on said defendant, Ortega
Fiores, can not be had as shown by
the return of the Marshal for the district of Xew Mexico on the 25th day
of May, 1912, that a copy of this
order be published in the Santa Fe
Daily Xew Mexican, a daily newspaper published within the district of
Xew Mexico, once a week for six consecutive weeks, the last publication
to be made at least one week before
said return day.
Done in open court in Santa Fe,
Xew Mexico, this 1st day of July, A.
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CATS IN
CHICAGO THESE DAYS.

Chicago, July IS. Chicago tabbies
are a sorely puzzled lot this summer.
Admired in the winter for their Ions
irlossy fur, stroked and bathed, they
are going around this summer with
skins like a convict's head.
Mrs. C. G. Snow, who owns many
Angoras and Persians,
is the inventor of the cure-al- l
for cats.
All her cats have been attended to by
volunteer barbers, and the shear and
razor wielded in the effort to keep the
animals immune from the heat. And
then, just when the fur was all gone,
along comes the present cold snap,
and poor tabby is buried in blankets
and fed hot milk.
Regular barbers have refused to
act in the
calls. They believe it lowers the dignity of their
Some veterans also reprofession.
fused, but otlhers perhaps needing the
money, readily consented to shear
Within the
and shave the animate.
past week at least 100 household pets
have been robbed of their greatest
glory.

D. 1912.

W!l, II. POPE,
Judge.

prize-winnin- g

g

George L. Higbie, Manton, Mich.,
used Foley Kidney Pills for kidney
and bladder trouble. He says: '1
find for my case no other medicine
equals Foley Kidney Pills for beneficial effect." They are a safe and
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
drugs. Sold by all druggists.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. G. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

191111

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

Sale Daily, June 1st

Until Sept. 30, 1912.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,
ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
Al I FOB Nil
fWiLlrUIlnlA

A Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

LOS ANGELES

and

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

$46.90

$55.90

For further infer n'atirn sddrefs Eugere Fox, Gen'l Pas
senger Agt. h. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H- -

A. CODHER, General M an

NEW MEXICO

aer

N. M. C. R. R.,

MILITARY

SANTA FE, N. M

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The WestPoint of the Southwest.''

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U. S.
War Department.

,rv7. r

Located

the beautiful Pecos
Valley.3,700 feetabove sea level,

t
i

7

In

sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents ;
E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. KHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PuE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
.

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

THEY ARE A SIGHT.
When it comes to raisiaa chickens
New Home is about the place they
raise them. Mrs. W. I.. Coiuptun has
about three hundred she has raised
this year. It is a si;::ii to
them in
the evening when they have all gathered to take the roust. F.stancia
News.

Xew York, .Tulv is. m:.s. Stuyve-san- t
Fislh recently issued an edict at
Newport that Saturday night dances
in her house, at least, should not be
of
prolonged into the early hours
In an interview
Sunday momma;.
she declared that the frivolity, the
lack of religious feeling, the worldli-nesof certain ones in the fashionable set, was leading toward a social
revolution in America.
Mrs. Fish gave a Saturday night
dance in her beautiful summer place,
It.
The Crossways, Saturday night.
Mrs.
Fish's
stopped at midnight.
guests declined to accept her ruling
as to the inviolability of the Sabbath.
their
They left her home, slung
wraps over their arms and paraded
out over the Crossways lawns, down
the avenue and to the cottage of Mr.
and Mrs. Pembroke .tones, where the
dance went on well into Sunday morning.
Today society is wondering whether
the action of the dancers is to be
considered an open defiance of Mrs.
Fish, whose social word has been law
or whether it may be reckoned merely as a jolly, but scarcely
proper
prank of some young people.
A KING'S KISS SENT DANCER INTO
EXILE.
Miss Amelia Carmen L'Aerolia, 17
years old, who it is said was expelled
from Belgium because King Albert
kissed her, signed a contract yesterday to dance at the Winter garden.
She will start next Wednesday night
In "The Passing Show of 1012." Miss
L'Aerolia is the daughter of Henrico
Doradora, an officer in the Spanish
army, and her mother is a dancer
known in Paris and throughout Europe as Mnie. Amelia, her press agent
says.
DEATH IN SERIES OF WATER ACCIDENTS.
Four persons lost their lives by
drowning
today, three going down
within a moment or two of each other
in Jamaica Bay. Harry W. Brooks
and William Ixirenz, with a friend,
got into difficulties out in Jamaica
Bay. Hjalmer Palmrose, who was
swimming in shore with his
old son, heard their eries, started thu1
lad to shore and swam out to the res-cue.
He saved one of them. Brooks
The
and Lorenz were drowned.
Palmrose boy never reached fthore.
James Bray was drowned in Great
had
East Bay after his daughter
seized him about the neck and dragged him down. The girl was rescued
by persons in a launch.
MILK STATIONS SAVE BABIES.
Despite the unbroken heat and humidity of the last two weeks the
Fabies' Welfare Association reports
that not one of fifteen thousand babies registered at tie ninety milk stations run by all organizations in the
Of the one
city, died in that period.
quarter million babies in the city,
307 under the age of 1 year died last
The death rate for last week
week.
among infants under 1 year is 122.0.
The death rate of the corresponding
week last year was 149.
SWAM 17 MILES IN 10
HOURS.
Samuel Sinkelman, 22 years
old,
swam from the foot of West

N. J. Gorham,
cashier Bank of
Woodville, Woodvi'le, Ga., had a very
severe attack of kidney trouble and
the pains in his kidneys and back
were terrible. "I got a bottle of Foley
Kidney Pills from our druggist and
they entirely relieved me, I have more
benefit from them than any other
medicine." Sold by all druggists.

SCOUTS TAUGHT TO
SPECIALIZE.
Chief
Sir Robert
Scout of the British Boy Scouts constantly brings before scoutmasters the
idea of "specializing" that is to say,
of training a troop in some particular
branch of scout work for which the
boys and their surroundings are suitable.
In English towns there are
"missloner" troops, which systematis
cally visit sick people, arrange
for children, and do all they
can to brighten the lives of slum
All round the coast can be
dwellers.
who
found troops of "sea scouts,"
spend most of their time in practicing
amsailor's work, while there are
bulance, cyclist, signalling and many
other "specialist" troops.
There are now troops all through
the country which make a special
study of fire brigade work, and in
many cases they own fire escapes, fire
which
engines and other appliances
they are taught to handle by experts.
An excellent example of a "fire troop"
is afforded by the 14th Bridge of Earn
Troop, London, which has twenty-eigh- t
A
scouts trained as firemen.
loaded
five horsepower
with an extinguisher and other equipment.
The system of drill is a thorExtension ladders are
ough one.
run up, the extinguishers brought Into
action, canvas chutes put into position and used, lines formed
along
which buckets of water are passed,
and' there is also careful practice with
the hoee.
BOY

Baden-Powel-

game-centre-

auto-carrie-

Every Woman
ft Interested

mna should know
sbout the wonderful
Whirling Spray
Tbe new Vaginal Syrlnga.
Best most convenient. It
cleanses instantly.
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Sania Fe Chapter

FOR SALIC Two story residence on
l';ilac. avenue. Lot J'x240 feet. O. C.
W

& Co.

at.-o-

LOST Uuncli or keys. Finder
turn :o this office. Lost cither at
or on street.---

ree

post-offic-

.

N

1, R. A. M.
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hope for the sake of the future welfare of this section of the state that
the parties interested will continue
If gas and oil should be disdrilling.
covered In sufficient quantity, Wagon
Mound would be within a short time
a manufacturing town and the
people
could have their cooking and lighting
all done by gas. Wagon Mound

A NEW BUG.
"Swat the fly" has been the cry of
the press all summer but now comes
a change, "swat the bugs." Millions
ol curious small insects arrived
in
Silver City Tuesday night and made
it their stopping ulaee.
Entomologists are unable to explain the cause
of these and the length of their visit
is hoped to be brief. Every morning
the streets and sidewalks are covered with these insects and show windows seem to be the grave of millions. The pests found their way into
homes and there gave a night of
buzzing, crawling and general unrest
to the sleepers.
May their lives be short and their
stay in Silver City shorter than that.
(Silver City Enterprise.

The third day is C. L. S. C.
day,
under the supervision or Dr. E. McQueen Gray, former president of the
University of Xew Mexico.
July 27th will be known as Archaeological day under the direction of Dr.
Edgar L. Hewitt
Dr. Hewitt is
among the pioneers of this branch of
study in the southwest.
He knows
his subject and has a happy
faculty
0 expressing his ideas in
popular language.
July 2Sth is Sunday program under
the direction of Dr. Franklin
,
superintendent of the I. S, S.
A., and will deliver a sermon in the
evening.
Monday, July 20th, is Resources
Hon. II. R. Hening of Albuquerday.
que, has charge of this day's
program.
Governor McDonald will address the assembly on this day.
July "nth is Albuquerque day when
it is expected that this
metropolis of
Xew Mexico will turn out en masse.
Senator Isaac Barth will be the man
on this day.
On August i and 2 the Xew Mexico
Conference
League
Assembly will
have charge of the entire program.
They have arrangd a very entertaining as we'l as instructive program for
both days.
Each day of the Chatauqtia will be
a great day and the citizens of the
state should try to make it a success
in every way.
should
Especially
Torrance county give the meeting its
moral and financial support. Wlllard
Record.
McEl-fresh-

BOY SCOUTS AT CRUCES.

Friday night some 23 boys met at
the home of Lytton Taylor and perfected the organization of the Boy
Scouts. Charles Cormany, Mike Adair
and Rafael
Mitchell were elected
scout leaders and Lytton
Taylor
scout master. Each boy was assigned
to his own squad.
Within the next two weeks the boys
will take a "hike" to Shalam colony
for practice.
The first week in Au;
gust will be devoted to a "hike" to
Soledad canyon in the Organ mountains. Each scout will be equipped
with a canteen, four days rations,
The 2H
cooking outfit and blanket.
mile hike will be finished about 2
o'clock in the afternoon. The days in
the mountains will be spent in climbing, swimming, berry picking, etc. The
hoyg are very enthusiastic over the j
HABITS

Regular commun
cation first Morula'
of each month a'
a
Masonic - Hall

FOR SAI.JC H'Ni's threshing
chine at bargain pr:". Address
H. JJrook, Santa Fe, N. M.

ma11.

FOR RKNT Nice rooms furnished
for light housekeeping, with bath. Upstairs, over store. Frank Andrews.
FOR SALIC A new l!ru-,car rim
only a few times. Would take good
horse and buggy as part pay. G. C.
Crunie, Mux .'!!!:!.
FOR SALIC One gray horse,
5
years old. Guaranteed
absolutely
sound. Will drive single, double, saddle or j ack. Weight 100. Box 121
Santa Fe.
1

Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-nall modern conveniences, including
electric light, stenm heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building
Apply to F. M. Jones.

g

I

investigting the prospects of gas and
oil north of town: he states he is of
the opinion that the gas and oil is
there anil wants to drill for some. The
pockets of gas discovered last week
has aroused much interest and we

THE

Lodgi
F. & A. Al

f'-w-

AFTER GAS.
An expert from Oklahoma has been

I

.

Regula'
eco n
convocation
Monday of each mont
at Masonic Hall a
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELOX.
h. y
The bond is signed by ARTHUR SELIGMA.V. Secretary.
controversy.
ten residents of the Lincoln county
and each qualifies for at least fM.onu.
Santa Fe Commander;
The acceptance of this bond means
?
that there will be no further legal acfourth Mor
conclav
tion by either side until the matter tT&imjsSrig day in each uonth
comes a) in the supreme court of the
.fjjfi&ffj Masonic. Hs.ll at 7:S
I'nited States. We have been informed this week that attorneys for the
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
Lincoln end of the controversy have W. B. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
prepared their briefs and the case now
is completed before tthe supreme court
Santa Fe ixidge
and will be presented to them for
Perfection No. 1, 14U
their ruling at the October term of
degree. Ancient and Ac
this year. The case goes up 011 stipcepted Scottish Rite o,
ulation and can he considered
in
Free Masonry mee 01
chambers at any time without the
usual delay of taking cases to he tbe third Monday of each rnontt
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening 1
highest tribunal in the land. Card-zozMasonic Hall, iouth
ldo of Plaza
Outlook.
Visiting Totisu Rite Maions ar cox
dlally Invited to attend.
MOUNTAINAIR CHATAUQUA.
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
should
Especially
the citizens of
Venerable Master
Torrance county he greatly interested
HENRY F, STEPHENS, 32
in the Mountainoir
Chatauqtia, which
iiecretary.
will be he'd in the Ozone City
July 21
tT August 2, inclusive, of this
year.
3. P. O. E.
This is the Fifth Assembly and the
0, B. P. O. E. holdi
worth of s.ich a meeting has become
Hanta Fa Lodge Ni
more manifest as the
years
lta regular session 01
and this year promises to be
the second and fourt:
the greatest of any meeting held.
of
eac
Wednesday
Men and women of
great ability apmonth. Visiting brott
pear on the program and the rendier
are invitee an
tion of their various parts will show
welcome.
the care in the members of the Cha- FRANK T. BLAMJY,
tauqtia Board in making up the pro- Exalted Ruler.
gram.
P. M. A. LIEXAU,
The opening
day will be given
Secretary.
over to Colonel R. E. Twitche'l, who
is without doubt one of the best lecSanta Fe Cami
turers and learned men of the south13514, M. W. a.
west. On the evening of the 21th he
insets second Tue
will render his
day each month, o
masterpiece, "Work of
clal meeting tUif
the Franciscans."
at Fire
The second day is educational
Tuesday
!.
day.
man's Unit
Viol,
Slate Superintendent Alvin N. White
and Professor Roberts of Ixis Vegas, Ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITT1ER, (Ymul
wili have charge of affairs for
this CHAS. A. RISING.
Clerk.
Each of these gentlemen will
day.
lecture, and in the evening Dr. T. W.
Conway, a graduate of Ann Arbor,
F. W. FARMER
will lecture on the
subject "ShakesHomesterd No.
peare the Mon."

OF ANIMALS.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeoro
Meets First Fri
day of the month

at the

The interment took place in Fair-vieThere are many strange facts about
cemetery.
animals which no one has ever been
Senator
Mabry has, in this bitter
able to understand.
loss, the sympathy of a large circle
A fly, for instance, will crawl to the of
friends throughout the whole
top of a window pane, fly back to the state.
bottom and crawl up again. Hardly
ever does it fly up and crawl down.
DOING THEIR DUTY.
Hens scratch for food always with tihe
sun behind them, so that its rays
will reflect on the tiny particles. Scores of Santa Fe Readers Are
Yet a blind hen, for whom this reason
Learning the Duty of the Kidneys.
does not hold, always manages to get
To filter me blood is the Kidney's
the sun behind her when she scratches.
duty.
Cats hardly ever lie with their feet When they fail to do this the kidIn most cases they lio neys are sick.
to tihe fire.
Backache and most kidney ills fol
instead with their left side turned towards it. Dogs, however, invariably low.
lie with their forepaws to the fire.
Help the kidneys do their work.
A mouse overlooks a perfectly
Doan's Kidney Pills build up weak
safe
food supply to enter the perilous kidneys.
Santa Fe people endorse our claim.
j
pleasures of an unlimited store.
Manuel Delgado,
140 Canon
Why does a dog always turn around
St.,
two or three times before he lies Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The pub- down?
It is because his remote an- lie statement I gave in praise of
cestors had to scratch around In the Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds
leaves or long grass for a bed before good.
For four or five years I wasj
they could find a convenient place in subject to attacks of backache which
were so severe that I was unable to
which to lie.
I tried various remedies said
work.
to be cures for such troubles,
MRS. MABRY AT REST.
but
nothing benefitted me until I used
The funeral services for Mrs. T. J. Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly
Mabry whose death on Tuesday night proved their worth and effected a
cast a sadness over the whole
cure which has been permanent. My
were held at ten o'colck this experience with Doan's Kidney Pills
morning at the First Presbyterian has been gratifying that I gladly
tihurch, Rev. B. Z. McCollough, offic- recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
iating. Mr. MccCollough paid a touchFostec-MilburCo,, Buffalo,
ing and well deserved tribute to the cents.
one who had been called away into New York, sole agents for tbe United
"the other room,'' whose life had been States.
full of sweetness and tielpfulness, and
Remember the came Doan's and
whose death brings so keen a sorrow
, .w.-c-j
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Firetnan'--
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Kali.

tl. Foreuitu
A. E, P. Robinson.
Cor. bee. Fred f.
Alarid.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge
meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at S o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.
SubsuiTbe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
of the time and works for the
r our new State.

5.50
Round Trip From

Santa Fe to Mountainair,
July

19th io Angust 2nd, 1912.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.

MUT11.NJ.

to al lwho knew her.

u

vmir druetrlftf&r

MUia Cl

security for the protection
and contractor in the
Abbott
county seat matter. Judge
stated that the bond appeared to hint
to be of good security and would
probably lie approved as there had
been no objections to its acceptance
registered by the Carrizozo end of the

SOURDOUGH JAILED.
"Sourdough" Johnson, well known
as a camp cook in southwestern Xew
Mexico and who has been hanging
."round town for some time came to
grief Tuesday as a result of a prolonged spree. The sheriff took Jiim to
the calaboose and it is not unlikely
that a charge of flourishing a deadly
weapon may be brought against him
as he displayed a loaded sixshooter in
one of the stores Monday afternoon.
He waved the revolver, the trigger
of which was cocked in the face of a
number of peaceful citizens sitting on
a counter until some one took
the
gun away from him and removed the
cartridges. Sierra County Free Press.

FIGHT MOSQUITOES WITH GOLDFISH.
Four thousand dollars' worlfo of
poldfish are to be planted in New Jersey swamps, pools and canal basins
Goldfish
to kill off the mosquitoes.
can live in stagnant water and feed
eagerly on mosquito larvae.

No. 1,

w

additional

of the county

People who wonder why a southern
outlet is. so greatly needed by the
Pan Juan basin can see the answer
by a look through this section. Whenever a genuine railroad proposition
comes along headed south, everyone
ir- this
region should get in line and
go this limit of support. But no more
railroad "monkey business.''

Forty-secon-

A

DELAY.
7.3.
The Outlook was informed by Judge
ALAN R. McCORD. W. M
K. V. Abbott of the district eoun of
the first district at Santa Ke, that CHAS. E. IJ.NNEi. Secretary.
Lincoln had filed a bond for $111,111111

NO MONKEY BUSINESS.

street recently to Steeple
Chase Park, Coney Island. He started at a o'clock in the morning.
He
landed at Steeple Chase Park at 3:30
in the afternoon, the total distance
of seventeen miles having occupied
ten and a half hours.

MASON! .
Montezuma

NO FURTHER

STRUCK SHALLOW WATER.
II. P. Hansen has struck a splendid
flow of shallow water on his homestead. He stated that he would drill
on to a depth of KID of 170 feel to ascertain the strength of the second
stratum. He made a trip to Iteming
this week for more casing to complete
the job Columbus Courier.

SEVEN.

Fraternal Societies

proposed trip and are making
tions already,
a similar "hike" was
made last year. Las Cruces Uepuhii-- i
can.

s.--

s

For particulars and Illustrated catalogue, address,
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SOLD RY RRIIfifilSTS EVERYWHERE

SHAVING

SATURDAY NIGHT
DANCES TO END
BEFORE SUNDAY

PAGE

BH

SUMMER

SCHOOL

MOUNTAINAIR

Oliver

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted an repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and suppliesTypewriters sold, exchanged
ap) rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewrite.-ftiar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
changa Phone 231.
s

AYANTICD loftmo people to drink
the mineral, cool, clear water of the
Aztec Spring.
It can be procured
by applying to Mr. Henrk Krick, who
furnishes same to all the leading saloons and drug stores in the city.
Why drink muddy water from the hydrant or pipes when you can drink
clear and beneficial water from tha
Aztec Spring:.
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,

Proprietor.
"PROGRESSIVES
We do not train our students to bo
clerks, but to be leaders and executors. Our Business Course is
business efficiency and the
philosophy of leadership, as well as
blindfold
Salesmenship, Advertising,
typewriting, and Che new A. B. C.

Shorthand.
This "Adv."

is headed "Progresmeaning DEMOCRATS,
REPUBLICANS, SOCIALISTS,
AND ALL OTHERS.
We accept all
and treat as one in the name of "PROThis should be the
GRESSIVES."
cry throughout America, to form a
COALITION GOVERNMENT, the pick
of the country, all sorts, similar to
New Zealand's Government the past
twenty years. The best of "all sorts'"
must make a good government, and
would cure the Grafters, Trusts, and
other Robbers. Food prices would
lewer. A new Tariff would help. Tho
"people" will then have a $20 gold
piece in their pockets. Throughout
the U. S. A. trade is quiet, money
siarce, and the cause is "too much polities'' too many millionaires, too many
living from hand to mouth, as a contrast and the cure is a coalition government. Send me to your senate, and
I will do all I can, anyway I will call a
rpade a spade, and the scoundrel who
votes for robbing the people shall have
his proper title. The only difference
that I can think of is as things are
now run that one solid party are in
office and the other solid party wants
to be. Walter Norton, President, Santa Fe Business College.
Professor J. A. Wood, recently the
superintendent, is principal and is an
adherents of boys and girls in the
grades, especially in 7 and 8, to leara
shorthand and typewriting during
the holidays, that when they return
to school they are able to take
"Teachers" talk, and so gain ten
times more knowledge. The old sys'
tern is a waste of valuable time for the
children, and waste of money for
Every one leaving school should
and
have some business knowledge
..(oidtua Oiqunjojd ntttS o aqB oq
ruent.
sives"

PRO-HIB-

par-enf-

ipS5

SCHOOL

Yjiff

State Epworth League

The Flexible Keyboard

Convention

JULY

AUGUST

Round Trip Fare From
SANTA FE, N. M

$7.65
DATES OF SALE
July 19th to August 2nd, 1912.
RETURN LIMIT
August 5th,

1912, Ten Days.

Pleasure, Entertainment,
struction and Rest.

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. VV. RICKART'
Rosedaie, Kansas.

CHAUTAOUUA

STATE SUNDAY

Visible

In-

One and One-fift- h
Fare from
All Points in New Mexico to

Mountainair and Return.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

The Burroughs Visible adis equipped
ding machine
with either tbe flexible keyboard of the safest and most
design, or the famous Burroughs locking keyboard at no extra charge
to you.
Like all Burroughs products the Burroughs visible

carries the Burroughs
guarantee of mechanical per-

Tnodel

fection and continuous
ice.
fection.

serv-

Free demonstration, anyat our ex-

time, anywhere
pense.

Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
w. H. long, Sales Manager.
P. O. Box 702, El Paso, Texas.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
CONTRACT
What is the difference between a
WITH THE PEOPLE.
prize fight and our meat shop?
Oyster Bay, July IS The platform
is
of the national progressive party
to be a "contract with the people",
Col. Roosevelt said today. Just as a
business man signs a contract for the
fulfillment of certain obligations, he
explained, the new party would sign
a contract to undertake certain well
s
defined
provided the op-- ;
portunity is accorded it.
his
Colonel Roosevelt lias given
approval to the name national pro-'- ,
gressive for t)he party, by using it re--:
peatedly and it is assumed that this is
to be the title which will be adopted
at the christening in Chicago next
month.
As. the prospective nominee of the At the
'
prize fight you see rounds of
party, Colonel Roosevelt is drafting a
but here you see pounds of
in-pound,
ideas.
his
He
platform embodying
round!
dicated that he would use his influ- cnce to avoid the twin perils of ultra-- I
and vaguely
concealed
radicalism
conservatism, and that he hoped the PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
platform would be both practical and
Short Steak, Flank,
genuinely progressive.
I
The national progressive party, he
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
the people
said, would go before
pledged to definite reformative measThat's About
ures of such a nature that it would
obhave a practical program which
The Way They Rank!
viously could be carried out.
The Mere Mention
The
personal platform
to the
probably will be presented
Of The Above Choice Cuts
Chicago convention on August 5, the
He said he hopes
day it assembles.
Should Bring
to arrange a meeting of the delegates
for that night to make a speech which
Post-Hastewill be his "confession of faith."
!
IT IS

THE

HOUSE OF

Quality Groceries

M

A

the Los Angeles Times building, stubbornly refused to express any inten
tion of conforming to prison discipline
and Warden Hoyle said today he
would be kept in the dungeon indefinitely.
McXamara was placed in solitary
confinement a week ago when he refused to obey an order given by one
of the guards in the jute mill.. He
had been punished before for insubordination and Warden Hoyle gave the
order that he be locked up in the dark
cell.
"McXamara's punishment was the
result of repeated acts of insubordination," said Warden Hoyle, "and
there were several other specific
charges in addition to his refusal to
He has been a per
obey the guard.
sistent violator of prison rules and
there was nothing for us to do but
take extreme measures."
Warden Hoyle denied a rumor that
McXamara had been involved in a
plot to burn the jute mill.

;

!

j

Gratifying
Satisfying
Meals

Always
On

You Here

Tap

Here !

A

DECLINES TAFT JOB.
Washington, D. C, July IS Granville V. Mooney, former speaker of
the Ohio assembly has declined the
post of assistant secretary to President Taft to succeed Sherman P. Allen of Vermont, who yesterday was
nominated for assistant secretary of
MOONEY

NEW CARLOAD OF
WATERMELONS

F. ANDREWS
Phone 4.

How Good

bidder for cash only, one
estray horse with a Bar brand
on left ihip. Said horse is about five
years old and appears sound.
RAFAEL, GOMEZ,
City Marshal.

!

of

the

Northwestern

j

i

Contractors

SPITZ,

We specialize on

standard

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will
without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

A

ally.
t
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel traveU over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge
your
watch a speck of oil ar.it a cleaning
tiice a year.
It will increase the
It
and accuracy of your watcll
iCave your watch with us

FOR

E

Santa Fe Hardware

" Time Pieces That

&

Are

$2.25

I

Twenty Silk Petticoats, assorted colors,
Were from $10 00 to $17.50. Now .

-

Reg.

.

tfo An

J.UU

Two

Silk

$12.50.

Petticoats.
Now

SACQUES

ipt.OU

......

(f
ipl.UU

Regular price

$8.50

Parisana Corsets made in Batiste and Coutil,
medium high breast and
fcO Cf
t OC
long hips. Sizes 18 to 28

Seven Silk Sacques, blue, pink and white.
Were $8.50. Now

:
Silk Short Kimonas, beautiful
patterns. Regular price $7.50. Now

Twenty-fiv-

i

ii

r

e

SALMON'S

S

-

ruffle

Regular:

t
i

c- -

t1

C

Regular

1J

wide, 18c

val-

-

1

r

SALMON'S

SALMON'S
10

Ladies'

and tan.

Linen Suits, white, blue CO OC
Regular price $7.50. Now . PO.iO

SALMON'S

20 Boys'
Now

......
Regular price 20 and

J

f

SALMON'S

5 doz. Ladies' Long Sleeve Vests

20c

at

SALMON'S

29 Men's Fancy Vests, assorted colors.
.
.
Regular price $2.50 to $5.00 v.

SALMO NS

MEN'S 5H0ES
60 pairs of Flornheim Shoes and Oxfords.
.
.
.
Were $5.00 to 5.50. Now

$1.89

j
P.OU
ij

j-

-A

SALMON'S

$6.00 to $7.00

Hanna Shoes.

SALMON'S
0;";

$4.00, $4.50 to $5.00

pI.OU
Men's House Slippers

.

.$1.00 to $2.50
SALMON'S

Hart Schaff ner & Maix Suits, all light weight, at a
a big reduction at

DRESSES.
25 Ladies' Silk Dresses below cost

Two Black Voile Skirts. Sizes
.
Were $12.50. Now
27-41-

C"
OUC

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

50 Men's Suits of very good make.
Regular price $18.50 to $20.00. Now

SALMON'S
i

A

lr.OU

SALMON'S

E

mi
HMHamaeHBRgaH

$1.35 to $2.50

Regular price $1.50.

Now

75c

New line of Rugs and Carpets

SALMON'S

ff

pO.UU
SALMON'S

House Dresses, four on one

SALMON'S

Per Cent Discount on Skirts

and

Regular price 85c.

i

SALMON'S

28-4- 0

Straw Hats.

SALMON'S

25 Men's Shirts.

Odd Skirts

75c to $2.00

.

Men's and Boy's Caps

8 Wash Sikrts, tan and white at

MEN'S HATS

.1,,J

$5.00, $7.50 to $8.50

SALMON'S
1

SALMON'S

7tZ

Panama Hats

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

$2.25, $2.50, $3.00 to $4.00

$1.25

$1.50

SALMON'S

Queen Quality Oxfords,

20

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Stand in Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

assortment of Summer Pelt Hats at

SALMON'S

SALMON'S
White Petticoats, lace or embroidery.
.
Regular price $3.50. Now .

lO $O.OU

SALMON'S

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Drawers, hemstitched
price $2.50. Now

41.0

American Lady Shoes and Oxfords.
Regular price from $3.50 to $5.00 .

to . OC3

Big

SALMON'S

Indian Linen, 36 inches
ues, now

WOMEN'S SHOES

$3.50

SALMON'S

4 5;,

wide.

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

Down Town

SALMON'S

6 doz. Ladies' Vests.
25cts. Now at

SALMON'S
Ten Silk Assorted Colors.
$15.00. Now

in.

Old San Miguel Church.

Phone Black 12.

LADIES' SUMMER VESTS

CORSETS

JU

Located One Block East from

WASH GOODS

SALMON'S

PQf Af

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

price, frA

Regular price $1.25 and dyi

Middy Waists.
$1.50. Now

0
Two Silk Pink and Blue, Imported
from Japan. Were $35 00, now .

Regular

1

CA
(jjr
PO.JU

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

KIMONAS AND

n

e

FOR THE HOBBLE SKIRT.
Denver, Colo., July 18. In recognition of the ''Hobble skirt" and close
fitting garments worn by women, the
Denver
Northwestern and Pacific
today issued orders to its
j railroad
equipment department for new steps
for its trains which will permit women to get aboard without inconvenience even in the tightest skirts.

Persian Lawn, 32
value, 25c Now

SALMONS'

SALMON'S
Fifty White Persian Lawn Waists.
ular price $3.50 and $5.00, now."

n

j

Women's Odd Waists SALMON'S BIG STORE
Twenty Silk Waists, Sizes 34 to 40.
Were $4.50. Now .
.
.
.

TIME TABLE ALL

j

EASY

Supply Company

Reliable."

y.

Cowles, X. M.

WOULD RECALL HIM.
LOCAL TRAIN
ij0s Angeles, Calit., .Tuly IS.
The following are the tlai9 table
lowing up tihe action of Lieutenant
Governor Wallace, Meyer Lissner, and of the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
other Los Angeles "Progressives"
Leave
jwho requested Senator John D. Works
8:10 a. m., to connect w.tb. No. 3
;to resign because he was out of harmony with their tenets and purposes, westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
;the Progressive Republican League of
San Bernardino county, and a similar p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
MURDER TRIAL IS SLOW.
organization in Imperial county wired
Cheyenne, Wyo., July IS With the requests of like purport to Senator connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
Z eastbound.
orks in Washington today,
state having exhausted four of its
peremptory challenges and the de
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. "in.
. HER FIRST ARRIVAL .
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con
fense having used six of twelve, the
18. The nect with No. 7 westboua i and No. 4
work of securing a jury to try WarMaine, July
Rockland,
ren Jenkins for the murder of his dreadnauglit Wyoming, sister ship eastbound.
wife in this city last April is pro-- ; of the Arkansas, which last month
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
Over two hun-- : ficially established her title to the
very slowly.
p. m.
veniremen have been examined tinction of being the fastest as well
Leave Santa Fe at S:50 p. m. to conand another panel will be summoned as the largest completed brfttleship nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 2
ne wrld, arrived from Philadel- westbound.
this afternoon.
ner builder's
Judge Parmelee todav granted per- - l)hia todEy for
Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11: SO
to the defense" to enter the ance trials on the Rckland coursep. m.
cut-of- f
house where the murder was comPassengers for the Belen
NAUGHT TO SAY.
mitted without the presence of the
now
shou'd
Pecos
and
Valley
points
IS. Chairman
New York,
July
sheriff or other county officers.
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 a
com-!
of
national
the Republican
IHilles
Connection leaves Albumittee, talking over the situation heretofore.
INNES APPEARS AT STATE
'with Secretary Reynolds today had querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:20
DEPARTMENT WITH PROTEST.
to say other than that the a. m.
Washington, D. C, July IS A Mit- - nothing
of the full committee
chell Innes, in charge of the British
D. & h. G. Ry.
would meet tomorrow to suggest the
Embassy, appeared at the state de- name of a treasurer and publicity
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
partment today and it is understood manager.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
he bore the British protest against
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
Panama canal legislation which wa3
Leave 12:45 p. za., connects with
expected to arrive in New York by
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
MILLIONAIRE GETS
mail steamer yesterday.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!
OUT OF PRISON. S
It appeared, however, that Mr. In- '
from No. 3 east.
Seattle, Wash., July IS Geo.
nes had called to notify Secretary X IT.
Parker, fiscal agent of the
Knox that for some reason unknown
It will not pay you to waste your
United Wireless Telegraph com- to him, the document
had not yet
time writing out your legal form
pany, who was alleged in court
arrived.
Consequently the Secretary X proceedings to have cleared $1,- when you can get them already printand the charge agreed
to refrain
315,000 by his operations, and S ed at the New Mexican
Printing
from any discussion of the subject.
V was
sentenced to serve two
Company
years m a federal prison, has
THEY RESIGNED.
' ; been
It will not pay you to waste your
paroled from McNeil's Is- Denver, Colo.. July 18. Members of X 'and penitentiary. Parker is re- tiem writing out your legal form
the entire traffic department of the
when you can get them already pHnt-eputed to be worth several mil- and
Northwestern
at the New Mexican Printing
lion dollars.
S.
K.
headed
railroad,
by Manager
Columbus Wilson,
Company.
Christopher
Martin today gave their resignations
partner of Parker, is still in an
to Marshal B. Smith, who recently X eastern
New Mexican Want
X
Ads DrlnKi
penitentiary.
was appointedi joint receiver for the
results every time.
company with the Continental Trust
company. Dissatisfaction at tihe actions of the receiver is said to be the
cause.
Denver-Larami-

lines

Can Be Found Here.

Watches
and
Clocks.

r.-.-

!

TOOLS of QUALITY. All of the

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS

Ranch,

;

m

s

WANTED At once, capable general girl in the mountains. Good treatment. State salary. Mountain View

-

and Pacific
the Moffat road, was today
granted Gerald Hughes by Judge Riddle in the district court.
The services were rendered by the
late Senator Charles J. Hughes, Jr.
Denver,
railroad,

j

San Guinez volunteers have occupied
their temples as cavalry barracks.
This charge and the alleged robbery
of Mormons by federal troops Senor
Lascurian' said would be investigated
and remedied by General Huerta.

accept-missio-

b'.ack

Phone 92.

j

BY REBELS.

irom rage One.

Continued

gaso-Frida- y

j

ABAN-

DONED

dis-dre- d

PUBLIC SALE.

Plaza Market Co.

JUAREZ WILL BE

-

On Monday, July 22 at 10 a. m. in
front of my office on San Francisco
street, I will sell at public sale to the

They'll Taste!

FISHING CRUISER
SEIZES PIRATE LAUNCH,
IS. Details
Victoria, B. C, July
of the serure of the American
line launch Bonita of Seattle by the
fishery protection cruiser Newing-uex- t
ton were given today as Esquimau by
officers of the cruiser.
The Bonita, which had only two
men aboard was captured on Tuesday
after a running fight in which a score
or more of rifle shots were fired at
the Americans by Captain Ledwell of
No one was injured,
the Newington.
The American boat was not captured
until it had been rammed and capsiz-or- .
ed and the crew made helpless by-being thrown into the water.

'

highest

the treasury.

CLAIM GRANTED.
Denver, Colo., July IS. A claim
$111,730 for legal services rendered

GAYETY AT DEMING.
Deming, X. M., July 18. Governor
and Mrs. W. C. McDonald will be
given a banquet at the Harvey House
evening of this week by the
Deming Chamber of Commerce. The
day the guests will be shown
over the valley and the town.
There will be a social dance at the
Crystal theater tomorrow night.
The Harvey House is being connec-- '
ted with the city sewer system.
W. A. Nicholas and Aida Nicholas,
of Albuquerque, are in Deming on
business.
C. W. Allbrough of El Paso, is here
a business trip.
Ed. Griffay, of Llano, Texas, is here
looking for a location.
J. E. Leake, manager of the Deming
brick plant, left, today for a month's
in Kentucky.
H. G. Bush returned this morning
from Tucson, Arizona, where he spent
yesterday on business.
J. G. Bostick, late of Hurley, X. M.,
has opened a new feed store on Silver avenue north of Pine street.

Sin Quentin, Cal., July 18. After a
week in solitary confinement, J. B.
JlcXamara, one of the cynamiters of

I

Appetizing,

NAMARA THROWN
INTO DUNGEON.

John Is Habitual Violator of Prison
Rules Declares Warden and He Will
Be Kept in Confinement Indefinitely
Plot is Hinted A:.

mea-ure-

JULY 13, 1912.

THURSDAY,

50

Straw Hats below cost at

Floor

Oil

Cloth, per yard

SALMON'S
.

50c

SALMON'S
Long Silk Summer Coats.
.
.
Regular price $25.00. Now

6 Ladies'

ESI SALMON'S

at

&in crt

.OU
4
SALMON'S

1

